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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The respiratory control system is composed of three components.

A

central pattern generator rhythmically activates the efferent outflows of the
system, the respiratory muscles.

The output of the central pattern generator

is adjusted in accordance with the afferent feedbacks from chemoreceptors
and mechonoreceptors.

The activities of these three components: the central

pattern generator, the afferent feedbacks and the efferent outflows, hove
been extensively studied in eupnea.

However, very few systematic studies of

the activity of these three components in periodic breathing have been
performed.
This study was designed to investigate the activity of each of these
three components in a periodic pattern, Biot breathing, in the cat.

The

modulation of Biot breathing by mechonoreceptor feedback was determined
by

altering

lung

volume

end-expiratory pressure.

feedback

with

the

application

of

positive

Efferent outflows to upper airway, diaphragm and

abdominal muscles were characterized in Biot breathing and in response to
alteration of lung volume feedback.
generator

was studied

neurons in the medu Ila.

The activity of the central pattern

by extracellular

recordings of respiratory

related

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
A.

Central Pattern Generation
The mechanical act of breathing is governed by a central oscillator or

pattern

generator.

The central pattern generator (CPG)

for

respiration

adjusts its output, both frequency and volume, to meet the metabolic needs
of the organism at the lowest possible energy cost.
the

CPG,

it

is

necessary

to

describe

the

In order to characterize

anatomical

locations

and

physiological processes involved in the generation of the respiratory rhythm.
I.

Anatomical Organization of the CPG
Marckwald ( 127) performed a series of transect ion experiments in the

vagotomized rabbit.

Prolonged inspiratory cramps resulted when the brain

stem was transected immediately behind the posterior colliculi.

Marckwald

concluded that this transection had removed a center residing in the inferior
calliculus which was inhibitory to inspiration.
In his classic experiments in the cat, Lumsden ( 126) found that section
of the brain stem behind the posterior colliculi resulted in no appreciable
change in either the rate or depth of respiration.

When the vagi were

subsequently sectioned, respiration was slowed and deepened but only to the
extent that occurred when the nervous system was intact.

A midpontine

transection resulted in the development of prolonged inspiratory activity or
apneusis, which, it was noted, was not dependent upon whether the vagi were
cut or intact.

Lumsden concluded that an "apneustic center" was located in
2

3
the lower pons from which originated the impulses causing apneusis.

A

"pneumotaxic center" in the upper pons periodically inhibited the activity of
this apneustic center and so produced normal respiration.

A gasping type of

respiratory pattern followed pontomedullary transection, thus the presence of
a "gasping center" in the medulla was postulated.

Transection between

medulla and spinal cord resulted in the cessation of all respiratory efforts.
Stella ( 175) extended the observations of Lumsden when he found that
midpontine transection resulted in apneusis in the cat only when both vagus
nerves were sectioned.

This observation demonstrated the essential role of

vagotomy in the development of apneusis and focused attention on the role
of afferent feedback loops in the modification of the respiratory rhythm.
However,
respiratory

afferent
rhythm

feedback
as

is

not

demonstrated

essential
by

Wang

in the
and

generation of

the

In

the

co-workers.

decerebrate cat, rhythmic respiration persisted following section of the ninth,
tenth, eleventh and twelfth cranial nerves, the spinal cord at
C 1-c 6 dorsal roots ( 182).

c6

and the

Other experiments confirmed that a rhythmic

respiratory output could be generated by the isolated brain stem (I 01, 167).
Thus, it was concluded that the site of respiratory rhythmogenesis was
located within the pons and medulla.
Recordings of single cells in the brain stem were. first made by Gesell
(92) who found
medulla.

neurons

with

respiratory

discharge

patterns

within

the

Respiratory related units have consequently been localized in two

areas: the pons and the medulla.

4
Respiratory related neuronal activity has been localized in the medulla
to two anatomical areas.

The ventrolateral part of the nucleus tractus

solitarius ( 18) comprises the dorsal respiratory group (DRG) and the ventral
respiratory group (VRG) consists of the nucleus ambiguus (3) and the nucleus
retroambigualis ( 130).
The

nucleus

tractus

solitarius

(NTS)

consists

almost

entirely

of

inspiratory cells (20,29,30, 74) in a column situated 2.0 to 3.0 mm lateral to
the midline, extending 2.0 to 3.0 mm rostral from the level of the obex and
lying at a depth of 0.6 to 2.6 mm below the dorsal surface ( 125).

The

inspiratory neurons have been classified into two types of units designated
Ralpho and Rbeta on the basis of their response to lung inflation (19).
Ralpho cells are inhibited by lung inflation sufficient to terminate inspiration
and Rbeta discharge increases in frequency in response to lung inflation.

In

addition to these inspiratory cells, a small number of expiratory cells (74)
and P cells (respirator pump cells) have been located in the NTS (20).
Axons of the cells of the NTS cross in the medulla and project
predominantly to the contralateral side of the spinal cord ( 159, 180).

Initially

it was thought that only Ralpho cells projected to the spinal cord (74) but
more recent observations have demonstrated that both types of inspiratory
cells have spinal axons (20, 122).

The Ra 1pa
h and Rbea
t
neurons project

monosynaptically to both the phrenic and intercostal motoneurons ( 124, 133).
The NTS

also has

projections within the

medulla mainly to

ipsilateral VRG inspiratory cells and NRA expiratory cells ( 132).

the

Neurons in

the NTS have been shown to project ipsilaterally to the parabrachial nuclei
by anatomical (I 06, 112) and electrophysiological (32) studies.

5
The VRG is composed of two cell columns: the nucleus ambiguus (NA)
and the nucleus retroambigualis (NRA).

lnspiratory cells are found in the

rostral portions of the NA-NRA complex from -1.0 to 4.0 mm rostral and 3.0
to 4.5 mm lateral to the obex.

Expiratory cells are found in three regions:

the NA, the caudal portion of the NRA from 1.0 to 8.0 mm caudal and 3.0
to 4.5 mm lateral to the obex and the most rostral portions of the NRA in
the vicinity of the retrofacial nucleus, referred to as the Botzinger complex
(125).
The cells of the NA are laryngeal and pharyngeal motoneurons and
send axons through the glossopharyngeal and vagus nerves {29,30).
patterns of

inspiratory neurons

in the

NA show

an

The firing

increase

in

firing

frequency as inspiration progresses while expiratory laryngeal neurons reach
their peak frequency early in expiration and then decrease as expiration
proceeds (30).
Axons
(inspiratory)

of
and

the

majority

caudal

of

NRA

{expiratory)

contralateral cord (130, 131 ).

to

cells cross
the

obex

the
and

medulla
descend

rostral
in

the

Inspiratory cells of the rostral NRA project to

the phrenic and intercostal motoneurons {82, 159).

Expiratory cells of the

caudal NRA project to the thoracic and lumbar levels of the cord (131) and
monosynaptically excite expiratory intercostal and abdominal

motoneurons

{113).
The inspiratory cells of the NRA can be further divided into two
types.

The "early-burst" inspiratory neurons reach their peak firing rate

almost immediately after the onset of activity.

The "late"

inspiratory

neurons show an augmenting firing pattern which reaches peak frequency late
in the inspiratory phase {30, 131 ).

In contrast to expiratory NA cells, the

6

expiratory neurons of the NRA have an incrementing firing pattern with the
peak frequency occurring late in the expiratory phase (30, 131 ).
The early burst inspiratory cells have very rich arborizations to the
contralateral

NRA

inspiratory

and

expiratory

neurons.

Axons

of

late

inspiratory NRA cells arborize among NRA inspiratory cells bilaterally with
some

arborizations

among

contralateral

NRA

expiratory

neurons.

NRA

expiratory cells have no medullary collaterals ( 132).
The Botzinger complex (BotC) has been the subject of intense interest
because of the lack of demonstration of medullary collaterals from NRA
expiratory cells.

In contrast, evidence for axonal projections from

expiratory cells of the BotC is more extensive.

the

Injection of horseradish

peroxidase (HRP) into areas of the NTS displaying inspiratory cell activity
resulted in labeling of neurons 2.0 to 4.0 mm rostral to the injection site in
the

vicinity of the

retrofacial

nucleus (I 08).

Lipski

and

Merrill

(123)

demonstrated that BotC expiratory cells could be antidromically activated
from the contralateral NTS.
potential

Spike-triggered averaging of the membrane

of intracellularly recorded

NTS

inspiratory cells revealed that

discharge of BotC neurons was followed by a hyperpolarizing shift in the
NTS membrane potential ( 135).
of

NTS

inspiratory

cells

These data provide evidence for an inhibition
by

expiratory

BotC

neurons.

Preliminary

observations (unpublished, cited in 132) suggest that BotC expiratory neurons
may also provide the augmenting excitatory input for the expiratory cells of
the NRA.
The areas of the rostral pons participating in respiratory control were
determined

to

be

(141,150,177,178,182).

in

the

dorsolateral

portion

of

the

tegmentum

Later this function was specifically localized to the

7

nucleus parabrachialis medialis (NPBM, 27) and the Kolliker-Fuse nucleus
(K-F, 28). It has recently been suggested that the term, pontine respiratory
group (PRG), be substituted for the cumbersome names of the pontine nuclei
in which respiratory related cells have been recorded (78).

The term, PRG

will be used in this dissertation although it has not gained widespread
acceptance as yet.
The anatomical connections of these nuclei are numerous.

Ngai and

Wang ( 141) postulated that pathways coursed through the ventrolateral pons
between the pontine nuclei and the medulla.

Further experiments with HRP

and complementary studies with radioactive amino acids have demonstrated
that the NTS, NA and NRA project bilaterally to the pontine nuclei with the
densest projection being ipsilateral (I 06, 112).
demonstrated by antidromic stimulation (32).

Projections have also been
Efferent connections from the

NPBM and K-F to NTS were not demonstrated (I 06).

However, anti dromic

activation of a small number of NTS respiratory cells by stimulation within
the pons has been reported (33).
caudal

region of

the

NRA,

In a study on expiratory neurons of the

Kali a (I 07)

found

a significant

number

of

retrogradely labeled neurons in the NPBM and K-F on the ipsilateral side.
Extracellular recordings of pontine units have revealed both continuous
and discontinuous types of neuronal firing patterns.

Phasically discharging

inspiratory neurons were found to predominate in the K-F (28,60, I 02) while
the NPBM contained both inspiratory and expiratory neurons as well as
phase-spanning neurons (28,60).
In recordings from vagotomized cat, many respiratory related neurons
are found in the PRG (27,28).

In contrast, when the vagus nerves are intact

these neurons are difficult to find.

When lung inflation is withheld, many

8
tonically firing neurons show respiratory related phasic activity (80).

This

observation led to the postulation that pulmonary stretch receptor input
prevents the respiratory modulation of PRG neurons by presynaptic inhibition
of medullary inspiratory cells projecting to the PRG (57).
pulmonary

stretch

receptor

afferents

modulate

the

Even though

activity

of

pontine

respiratory units, the pons is not primarily involved in mediating the lung
inflation and deflation reflexes since these reflexes persist, albeit altered,
after destruction of the NPBM (76,81, 115).
The discharge patterns of PRG neurons become phasically active in
the intact animal in some instances.
example
activity.

(59, I 03).

The

sleep-wake

"Reticular arousal" may be one such
cycle

also

modulates

PRG

neuron

Recordings in chronically instrumented cats revealed that during

quiet sleep both the mean discharge rate and variability in discharge rate of
PRG

neurons

decreased.

variability increased.

During

REM

sleep,

the

discharge

rate

and

These changes in neuronal firing paralleled the changes

in respiratory frequency.

Thus,

it was concluded

that

the changes

in

respiratory pattern associated with sleep-waking states could be due to a
state-dependent modulation of the influence exerted by PRG neurons on
respiratory phase transitions (I 72).
Apneustic breathing in chronic cats with bilateral PRG lesions and
vagotomy disappears after recovery from anesthetic.

If the animals were

reanesthetized apneustic breathing reappeared (160).

Similarly, cats with

chronic PRG lesions showed regular breathing patterns when awake but an
increased tendency for the development of apneusis was observed in REM
sleep (8).

9

These observations led to the conclusion that influences from the higher
central nervous system have the potential to compensate for the losses of
PRG and vagal reflex systems in the unanesthetized, awake animal ( 160).
From ablation or transection experiments, it is clear that the cells of
the PRG participate in the production of a normal respiratory pattern.

The

classical function assigned to the PRG .is one of .inspiratory inhibition.

The

production of apneusis when the PRG is ablated in vagotomized animals
supports

this

concept

stimulation in the

ventral

(41, I 01, 126, 141, I SO, 165, 175, 177, 178, 182).
regions of the PRG can elicit a

Also,

premature

termination of .inspiration (27,55).
More recent studies have revealed that PRG neurons contribute an
excitatory
threshold

input
for

to

the

inspiratory

postulated
termination

off-switching
is

system.

increased

The

after

volume

PRG

lesion

(24,75,81,115) such that inspiratory duration (Ti) and tidal volume (VT) are
significantly

elevated

(I 60, 165).

Similar

elevations

in

the

off-switch

threshold could be produced by unilateral lesions when stimulation in the
contralateral,

intact NPBM was

contrast to its effect

on

used to

terminate inspiration (76).

In

inspiratory duration, cold block of the PRG

increases the sensitivity of the Breuer-Hering expiratory reflex, resulting in
even greater prolongation of Te with lung inflation (24, 115).
The PRG also plays an important role in the ventilatory response to
hypercapnia.

Following bilateral destruction of the PRG, the end-tidal

levels were significantly elevated in cats breathing I 00%
air (I 84).

o2

co 2

(I 66) and room

Not only was resting ventilation depressed but frequency responses

to hypoxic and hypercapnic stimuli were also diminished.

In contrast, the

tidal volume response to hypercapnia was unaltered while that to hypoxia

10

increased.

The net result of these changes was that minute ventilation in

response to hypercapnia was decreased while minute ventilation in response
to hypoxia was maintained (161,166).
PRG

constitutes

an

integral

St. John has concluded (161) that the

component

of

the

central

chemoreceptor

controller system.
The role of the PRG .in eupneic breathing in the unanesthetized animal
remains unclear.

The studies cited here do, however, lend credence to the

hypothesis that the PRG may act to

~'finely

tune the pattern generator"

( 137).

2.

Neurophysiology of the CPG
On the basis of stimulation experiments with sustained, high frequency

stimulation, Pitts found that widespread areas of the medulla existed from
which could be elicited two primary responses, inspiratory prolongation and
expiratory prolongation ( 148).
decerebrate

cats

with

In another series of experiments in midpontile

cold-blocked

vagus

nerves,

it

was

found

that

stimulation of the inspiratory centers in the medulla was effective in
increasing the magnitude of apneusis and that stimulation in the expiratory
centers could

convert apneustic respiration to a

eupneic

type

pattern.

Apneusis could also be inhibited by stimulation of the central end of a cut
vagus nerve ( 149).

Pitts concluded that rhythmic respiration occurred by

either reciprocal inhibition of the inspiratory and expiratory half-centers or
periodic

interruption

respiratory

centers

of
by

the
the

tonic
pontine

inspiratory

discharge

and

pneumotaxic

vagal

of

medullary
mechanisms

(148, 149).
The hypothesis that apneusis was the inherent output of the medullary
centers was disproved by several observations (41, I 0 I) in the dog and cat.

II
Apneusis did not persist until death
normal

breaths.

The

conclusion

but was interrupted periodically by
was

drawn

that

apneusis

was

an

epiphenomenon related to factors outside of the medulla and not the inherent
pattern of the medullary respiratory cells.
Pontomedullary transection in the vagotomized cat was observed to
convert apneustic breathing to either gasping or a more eupneic type of
breathing.

Wang and co-workers (182) concluded that since the tonic activity

of the apneustic center in the pons was so powerful as to obliterate the
rhythmic activity of the medullary centers, the apneustic center must be the
site

of

respiratory

rhythmogenesis.

A

model

was

proposed

in

which

pneumotaxic mechanisms of the pons and vagus nerves acted to periodically
inhibit the tonic inspiratory activity of the apneustic center.

The medullary

centers could generate respiratory rhythmicity under certain conditions but
normally functioned only as the efferent pathway for central respiratory
control (182).
Hering and Breuer in their classical studies (42, 99) first demonstrated
the

relationship

between

lung

volume

and

inspiratory

observed that the "central nervous organ" for

duration.

They

breathing movements was

continually influenced by the prevailing state of lung distension, mediated by
the vagus nerves.

An indirect relationship between lung volume and the

duration of inspiration was observed: as the lung volume increased inspiration
was inhibited and expiration promoted.
Boyd and Maaske (40) found, via stimulation of the vagus nerve in the
anesthetized dog, that the simulated volume feedback necessary to terminate
inspiration declined as the stimulus was delivered later in inspiration.

They

defined the inhibitory threshold as the number of afferent volleys needed to
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produce a premature termination of inspiration.
"inhibitory threshold"
inspiration.

declined as

vagal

It was observed that the

stimulation commenced

later

in

Larabee and Hodes ( 117) similarly noted that the threshold

number of stimulations of the superior laryngeal nerve in the cat necessary
to terminate inspiration declined progressively throughout the inspiratory
phase of respiration.
progressively

during

They postulated that
inspiration

inspiration was terminated.
occurring central state.
termination of

and

when

a "central
it

reached

state" developed
a

critical

level,

Artificial stimulation added to this naturally
Thus the

inspiration was due

progressive
to

decline

the gradual

in

threshold

development

of

for
the

"central state".
The initial observations of Hering and Breuer were repeated and
extended in both man and cat by Clark and von Euler (54).

The relationship

between inspiratory duration and tidal volume was observed in spontaneous
breathing and during rebreathing from a cylinder originally containing I 00%

o2•

These experiments revealed a time dependent relationship between VT

and Ti such that as Ti increased the VT necessary to terminate inspiration
decreased hyperbolically.

From these results it was concluded that the

falling threshold with time reflected the properties of the central mechanism
for respiratory termination.
A model for the control of Ti and VT was proposed.

Both the depth

and duration of the breath are determined at the point of inspiratory
termination.

During

inspiration

the

dependent upon the respiratory drive.

lung

volume

increases

at

a

rate

At some point in time, the volume

will. ,intersect the decaying slope of the VT/Ti relationship.
inspiration is terminated and VT and Ti are thus defined.

At that time,
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Several other models elaborating upon these concepts have been proposed

(58, 73, 77, 188).
Examination of the phrenic nerve discharge reveals that it consists of
four phases of activity: an augmenting, ramp-like activity during inspiration,
a brief termination, a variable period of rebounding, but declining activity,
and

a

silent

expiratory

phase.

Conventional

terminology

respiratory cycle into two phases, inspiration and expiration.

divides

the

Richter (157)

has suggested that this terminology be modified to more accurately reflect
the neural events occurring during the respiratory cycle as revealed in the
phrenic nerve activity.

Thus, it is proposed that the respiratory cycle

consists of three phases: inspiration, post-inspiration or stage I expiration
(E ), and stage 2 expiration (E ).
2
1
of augmenting phrenic nerve
activity comprises the E

1

The inspiratory phase includes the period

discharge, the

period of declining phrenic

phase, and the period of phrenic quiescence, the

E2 phase.
In order to understand respiratory pattern generation, the following
questions must be answered.
inspiratory "ramp"?

What processes underlie the generation of the

How is inspiratory activity terminated, i.e., how is the

inspiratory "off-switch" produced?

What neural mechanisms account for the

two stages of expiration?
After

a rather

abrupt

onset,

increases throughout inspiration.

phrenic nerve

activity progressively

This augmenting activity results from an

incrementing excitatory process as demonstrated by intracellular recordings
from

inspiratory

bulbospinal

and

propriobulbar neurons.

Analysis of the

postsynaptic activity reveals that, during inspiration, these cells receive an
augmenting pattern of excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs).
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This postsynaptic activity results in an increasing depolarization and, thus, an
increase in the rate of discharge of the cell (157,158).
A network of cells with collaterals may be responsible for producing
the augmenting ramp-like inspiratory activity.

In such a system, activation

of one cell would lead to activation of other cells, which in turn would
re-excite the original cells.

The involvement of this type of mechanism in

the genesis of the inspiratory ramp is indicated by studies involving recording
from

pairs

of

cross-correlation

neurons

within

histograms

the

(CCH)

DRG

and

of spike

VRG.

activities

Computation
from

of

neighboring

inspiratory cells in the DRG and VRG revealed a high incidence (16/26 pairs)
of correlated discharge as indicated by a sharp peak near zero lag in the
CCH (84).

When the microelectrodes were recording from cells on opposite

sides of the medulla, only I of 43 pairs had a peak in the CCH indicative of
a correlated discharge.

In a similar study, 17% of neuron pairs had a

significant peak in the CCH.

The highest incidence of a positive unit-unit

cross-correlation was observed in the correlations between two augmenting or
two decrementing inspiratory units (85).

Similar percentages of pairs showing

a CCH peak were found in another investigation (I 00).

These interactions

may be due to recycling of excitation between adjacent inspiratory neurons
or the existence of a common input to both cells (85).
The location of the cells responsible for generating the inspiratory
ramp activity has not been determined.

If, indeed,

inspiratory neurons

forming a recurrent excitatory loop network produce the augmenting ramp,
the inspiratory bulbospinal neurons are excluded from this function (157).
This is due to the fact that inspiratory bulbospinal neurons continue to
discharge during the E 1 phase which would tend to produce a new inspiratory
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ramp of activity.

Further evidence that the DRG does not constitute the

ramp generator is provided by the observation that NTS lesions in chronic
(23), decerebrate Cl 56) and chloralose-urethane anesthetized {174) cats had
very little effect on respiratory rhythm.

Similarly, synchronous antidromic

activation of inspiratory bulbospinal neurons resulted in only transient effects
on the pattern of phrenic nerve discharge (83).

Based on the assumption

that synchronous activation of a portion of the respiratory pattern generator
should lead to a phase shift or reset the rhythm, the conclusion was drawn
that the bulbospinal inspiratory neurons are not responsible for the generation
of respiratory timing signals.

The recent observation (43) that unilateral

focal cold blocks (20 °C) in the area of the nucleus paragigantocellularis
lateralis and the nucleus preolivaris in the ventrolateral

rostrol medulla

resulted in apnea, indicates that these structures may be involved in the
romp generation.
Richter

{157)

has

defined

the

properties

of

the

ramp-generator

neurons: accumulation of ramp-like excitation during inspiration and inhibition
during

both

phases

of

expiration.

Intracellular

revealed a steady depolarization

interneurons
accompanying

increase

in

discharge

recordings

during

frequency.

of

such

inspiration with an

After

inspiration,

the

membrane was hyperpolarized by inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs)
during E

1

The
increasing,

which gradually declined throughout E 2•
termination

of

inspiratory

centrally generated

activity

occurs

inspiratory activity

when

a

slowly

(CIA) sums with the

increasing afferent input from the pulmonary stretch receptors (PSR) to
reach a critical threshold level (54,57, 75, 114).

When PSR input is eliminated,

the CIA activity must reach this threshold alone.

Therefore, inspiration is
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prolonged and the depth (tidal volume) increased.

It has been proposed that

the CIA is responsible for the observed increase in the excitability of the
off-switch mechanism with time (54,58, 74, 76).
in CIA activity by alterations in C0

2

The observation that chrnges

and body temperature were paralleled

by changes in the off-switch excitability lends support to this conclusion
(76).
Traditionally, the CIA and PSR .inputs were believed to influence the
off-switch via the Rbeta cells which in turn inhibited the Ralpho cells (19).
Recently, the role of Rbeta neurons as interneurons receiving PSR input and
inhibiting Ralpho neurons has been challenged by the observations that Rbeta
neurons project to the spinal cord (20) and that large bilateral lesions of the
DRG, where these cells are located, has little effect on the inspiratory
shortening reflex (129).

Berger (20) has proposed that pump neurons in the

NTS (P cells) are the neurons mediating PSR effects on respiration because
inflation during either inspiration or expiration activates P cells.

Likewise,

the degree of expiratory prolongation produced by lung inflation during
expiration correlates with the discharge rate of P cells not that of Rbeta
neurons.
The inhibition of phrenic nerve discharge coincides with an augmenting
pattern of IPSPs in the bulbospinal inspiratory cells (I 57).

The IPSP pattern

parallels the spike discharge pattern of the late inspiratory neurons (57,58).
These neurons are inhibited during the first half of inspiration by IPSPs,
discharge in a burst of activity at the end of inspiration, and do not
discharge during E

1

(I 57).

Thus, it seems possible that the late inspiratory

cells may play a role in the off-switch of phrenic nerve activity since the
timing of discharge is such that it would produce a sudden and massive
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inhibition of neurons of the CPG.

Cohen and Feldman (58) have recently

challenged this conclusion based upon the observation that some of the late
inspiratory

neurons

motoneurons.
these cells.

produced

short-latency

excitation

of

the

phrenic

This finding is inconsistent with an off-switch function for
However, they concede that the late inspiratory cells recorded

may be a heterogeneous population and therefore, the hypothesis that these
neurons might have an off-switch function cannot be completely excluded.
Post-inspiratory activity (E > is hypothesized to have a gating function
1
in delaying the onset of expiratory activity.

Intracellular

recording of

neurons with a post-inspiratory discharge pattern have revealed that they are
inhibited during inspiration and the second phase of expiration and discharge
only during the E

It seems possible that these cells may be

phase.

1

controlled by both inspiratory and expiratory neurons and in turn, inhibit both
groups,

allowing

a

smoothing of

the

inspiratory/expiratory

phase switch

(157).
It is unlikely that the inhibition of inspiratory bulbospinal neurons
which occurs during E 2 is derived from the caudal NRA expiratory neurons
because these neurons have no medul lary co Ilaterals (6, 131 ).

However, the

group of expiratory cells in the rostral extension of the NRA, the BotC
neurons, may play a role in this function.

Support for this hypothesis is

derived from the demonstration that these cells have inhibitory connections
with inspiratory bulbospinal cells in the DRG (123).
The
activation

respiratory
of

cycle

interneurons

expiratory phase inhibition.
inspiratory neurons.

The

can
which

be

viewed

are

as

being

progressively

initiated
released

by

the

from

an

This CIA is off-switched by possibly the late
ramp generator

is

then

gated by a

powerful
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inhibition

and

The

E 1 occurs.

stage

second

of expiration occurs

as

expiratory neurons are released from inhibition.

s.

Afferent modulation of the CPG
There are a number of afferent feedback loops which modulate the

respiratory

pattern.

central, and

These

include

mechanoreceptors.

chemoreceptors,

Mechanoreceptors

both

include

peripheral
the

and

pulmonary

receptors: the slowly adapting, rapidly adapting and the J receptors, and the
chest wall receptors: muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs.
The slowly adapting or pulmonary stretch receptors (PSR) are located
in the smooth muscle of the trachea, main bronchi and intrapulmonary
airways in the cat ( 168).

Afferent fibers from the PSRs run in the vagus

nerve and terminate within the NTS.

The distribution of afferent projections

of the PSRs within the NTS was studied by antidromic mapping techniques
while recording within the nodose ganglion.

In the cat, projections to the

medial subnucleus of the NTS were demonstrated for 6/7 afferents.

Two of

seven units also had projections to the lateral rnd ventrolateral subnuclei
(69).
(22)

Using the technique of spike-triggered averaging, Berger and Averill
recently

demonstrated

that

PSRs

terminated

in

the

medial

and

ventrolateral NTS and in an area just dorsolateral to the tractus solitarius.
In contrast to the previous study, they failed to demonstrate any PSR with
terminations in more than one subnucleus.
A similar study (4) revealed a monosynaptic connection between PSR
and Rbeta cells.

Extracellular single unit spikes of PSR recorded from the

nodose ganglion were used to trigger averaging of synaptic noise from
inspiratory neurons.

All Rbeta neurons showed a prominent wave of synaptic

depolarization that was absent from Ralpho neurons.

The mean

latency
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between centrally recorded action potentials of PSR afferents and EPSPs of
Rb t cells was 0.2 msec with vagal stimulation.
e a
.

This latency is consistent

with that of a monosynaptic connection.
Single fiber PSRs were first recorded in cats by Adrian (I).

He

characterized the slowly adapting nature of the receptors and found that
discharge rates were altered by changes in lung volume.

Widdicombe (187)

localized the slowly adapting stretch receptors to the trachea and bronchi
and confirmed Adrian's observation that the PSRs were activated by a
distension of the airways, not mechanical irritation within the airways.
Pulmonary stretch receptors are located within the smooth muscle of
the airways ( 12, 187).
smooth

muscle

Therefore,

The principal stimulus appears to be changes in airway

tension

the

resulting

frequency

of

from
PSR

thoracic
discharge

volume

changes

correlates

well

( 16).
with

transpulmonary pressure (66).
Elevations of functional residual capacity (FRC) result in a significant
increase in frequency of PSR discharge, even when the increase in FRC was
maintained for one hour (139).

These results indicate that even though PSRs

initially adapt to a maintained volume stimulus, the frequency of discharge is
still increased over control, i.e., there is not complete adaptation to a
prolonged stimulus.
In

addition

intrapulmonary
or

functionally

to

lung

volume

changes,

PSRs

are

modulated

by

co 2 such that increases in airway co 2 in isolated lung (61)
isolated,

decreased firing of PSRs.

in

situ,

extra pulmonary

bronchi

( 16)

result

in

This response is believed to allow for increased

tidal volumes at the same inspiratory duration in hypercapnia.
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1.

Modulation of inspiratory duration
Breuer end Hering first demonstrated that expansion of the

reflexly inhibited inspiration (42, 99).

In anesthetized

cats, a

relationship between VT and Ti exists, such

that Ti

increases

conscious

(54, 192).

However,

in

studies

of

hyperbolic

decreases
men

lung

as VT

(54)

and

anesthetized. women (89), no significant changes in Ti were observed when VT
was increased by

co 2

rebreathing.

Only at tidal volumes greater than 2.0

times eupneic values, was Ti shortened (54).

Therefore, it appears that the

Breuer-Hering reflex does not seem to be involved in the control of the
inspiratory off-switch mechanism in the range of eupneic tidal volumes in
man.
As

mentioned

previously,

inspiratory shortening reflex.

the

PRG

modulates

Bilateral ( 115) or

the

Breuer-Hering

unilateral (75,81) lesions

placed within the PRG result in an increased volume threshold for the
termination of inspiration, although the time dependence is not altered.
Premature termination of Ti, elicited by stimulation of the vagus
nerves (54,81) and volume inflations (54,81,190) results in a shortening of the
following expiration.

The relationship between Ti and subsequent expiratory

duration (Te) is linear, such that, prolongation of Ti results in a prolongation
of the subsequent Te (56).
Pulmonary stretch receptors produce changes in the characteristics of
nerve discharge as well as chcnges in respiratory timing.

The effect of PSR

to shorten Ti will necessarily decrease the duration of the burst of phrenic
nerve activity.

With the same rate of rise of phrenic activity, the peak

amplitude of the integrated nerve activity will decrease (75).

When lung

inflation is withheld, phrenic nerve discharge increases at relatively the same
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rate but reaches a higher peak discharge due to the increase in Ti (56).

In

contrast to the lack of effect of PSR on the rate of rise of phrenic nerve
discharge, recurrent laryngeal nerve activity is markedly altered by lung
inflation.

When inflation is withheld, integrated recurrent laryngeal nerve

activity increases over inflated control values from the beginning of the
inspiratory

phase.

This

result

indicates

that

normally vagal

afferent

inhibition of laryngeal discharge is operative almost from the start of the
inspiratory phase (56).
Afferent feedback from PSR has been demonstrated to alter
discharge of DRG and VRG cells.

the

As mentioned previously, PSR feedback

inhibits the discharge of Ralpho cells and facilitates the discharge of Rbeta
and P cells within the NTS ( 19,20).

lnspiratory bulbospinal neurons of the

VRG are virtually all inhibited by lung inflation.
antidromically activated

from

the

recurrent

Of the inspiratory cells,

laryngeal

nerve, some

are

inhibited by maintained lung inflation and others show a low-frequency,
long-lasting discharge throughout the expiratory pause (31).

These results are

consistent with the observations of inhibition of recurrent laryngeal nerve
discharge by PSR afferents (56).
2.

Modulation of expiratory duration
Inflation of the

expiratory duration.

lungs during expiration results in an increase in

This effect is known as the Breuer-Hering expiratory

lengthening reflex (42, 99).

In the anesthetized cat, pulses of inflation during

the initial 60-80% of control expiratory time produced an increase in Te.
Inflations during the last 20-40% of normal expiration had no effect on Te
( 114).

This prolongation was related to both the inflation volume and the

time in the expiratory phase when inflation was delivered.

In general,
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greater expiratory prolongation occurred when inflation volume was increased
and when the volume was delivered later in the expiratory phase {114).
Elevation of lung volume in dogs on cardiopulmonary bypass also resulted in
ai

increase in Te, indicating that changes in blood gas tensions are not

responsible for this effect ( 17).

Resistive loading of expiration in the cat

{192) resulted in progressive lengthening of expiration which was abolished by
vagotomy, yielding evidence that PSRs were involved.

Observations in the

cat with both resistive and elastic loading of expiration revealed that Te is
not simply a function of the final FRC reached.

Expiratory duration was

shortened more with elastic loading as compared to resistive loading at the
same FRC, thus the volume profile or dV/dt also determines the degree of
prolongation of expiration (116).

Sustained elevation of FRC does

not

prolong unloaded TE' but the VT/Te relationship is shifted upward and to the
right although there is no significant change in slope ( 140).
The lengthening of expiration by volume loading also produces changes
in the duration and depth of the following inspiration.

Feldman and Gautier

(81) demonstrated a linear relationship between Te aid the subsequent Ti
when expiration was prolonged by vagal stimulation and lung inflation during
expiration.

A similar finding was reported in dogs (193).

This prolongation

in subsequent Ti may function to overcome the reduction in tidal volume
which would normally result from increased loads or increased levels of
FRC.
The
factors.

prolongation of expiration

by

PSRs is modulated by

several

Younes and co-workers (190) found that the duration of apnea

following lung inflation is altered by the sensitivity to C0 • When
2

co 2

sensitivity is low, the prolongation of apnea is greater than the prolongation
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seen with normal C0 2 sensitivity.

Lesions in the PRG also affect the

Breuer-Hering expiratory lengthening reflex.

Bilateral (115) PRG

lesions

resulted in a doubling of the gain of the expiratory lengthening reflex; thus
a greater

prolongation of expiration was observed

inflation during expiration.

co 2

for

a given

volume

This change may be due in part to the decreased

sensitivity following PRG lesions (161, 166).
Based on these observations, several models have been proposed for

the control of expiratory duration in cat (57), dog (I 94) and rabbit (63).

The

salient features of these models include an exponentially decaying inspiratory
inhibitory and expiratory facilitatory process which prevents inspiration onset
until some threshold has been reached.
decay

process

commences

at

the

The level of activity from which the
start

of

expiration

is

set

by

the

accumulated negative feedback from the previous inspiration, both central
and vagal in origin.

Inflations or vagal stimulation during expiration produce

a fixed increase in the inhibitory process which then resumes its decay
without a

change of time constant.

expiration.

Changes in gain of the reflex (due to

This results in a

co 2

prolongation of

or PRG lesions) may

be accomplished either by a change in the rate of decay or threshold level.
Feldman

and

commenced firing

Cohen

(79)

found

that

expiratory

neurons

which

late in expiration responded to maintained expiratory

inflation with a decreased rate of augmentation of activity.

These neurons

possibly could have been laryngeal and pharyngeal expiratory motoneurons.
This is consistent with the observation of Bianchi and Barillot (31) that the
firing rate of expiratory laryngeal motoneurons were depressed by maintained
lung inflation.
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Expiratory

bulbospinal

neurons

located

in

the

caudal

NRA

are

facilitated by lung infl.ation, their discharge commences earlier and continues
throughout the lengthened expiratory phase.

The peak level of discharge

increased 40-BO% greater than control values (31 ).

Peak firing rate, burst

duration and number of spikes per burst were all increased in caudal NRA
expiratory neurons with graded expiratory resistive loads (7).

These results

indicate that PSRs influence expiratory cell discharge in the NRA.
PSRs project to the

ventrolateral

NTS,

Since

this effect is presumed to be

mediated by NTS propriobulbar cells which project to the caudal NRA ( 132).
C.
I.

Efferent outflows of the CPG
Upper airway musculature
The upper airway constitutes a major portion of total resistance to

airflow and of that, nasal resistance contributes a greater portion than that
of the larynx and pharynx.

However, laryngeal and pharyngeal resistances

are the most variable parts of that resistance (I 2B).
The laryngeal musculature activity varies with the respiratory cycle.
Two

primary muscles

are

involved

in

changing

glottal

posterior cricoarytenoid (PCA) and the thyroarytenoid (TA).

dimensions,

the

Activation of the

PCA results in glottal abduction or tensing of the vocal cords which widens
the glottal aperture.
narrows the

airway.

Activation of the TA results in glottal adduction which
The PCA and TA muscles are innervated by the

recurrent laryngeal branch of the vagus nerve whose fibers originate in the
ipsilateral NA (BB, 145).
The recurrent laryngeal (RL) nerve is activated during inspiration and
its discharge characteristically begins before that of the phrenic nerve (56).
This is reflected in the activity of the PCA ( 15, 171 ).

In eupnea the PCA is
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phasically active during inspiration, resulting in vocal cord abduction and a
decrease in

laryngeal

resistance.

During expiration PCA activity wanes,

resulting in vocal cord adduction and a corresponding increase in laryngeal
resistance (IO, 15, 90).

Similar changes in glottal dimensions during eupneic

breathing in humans have recently been observed ( 13, 72).
The increase in laryngeal resistance during expiration, which results in
a

retardation

of

However,

this

discharge

in the

expiratory

decline

in

airflow,

PCA

diaphragm

to

at

activity

first
acts

seems
with

cause "expiratory

counterproductive.

the

post-inspiratory

braking" which

expiratory airflow to proceed at a controlled rate (15,90, 154).

allows

Expiratory

activity in the TA, the laryngeal adductor, is a variably observed phenomenon
(15, 171 ).

However, in newborn animals the TA may play an important role

in the braking of expiratory airflow as diaphragm post-inspiratory activity is
not present ( 128).
Activity of the musculature regulating upper airway resistance as well
as that of the muscles governing lung volume chC11ges is altered by PSR
feedback.
discharge

Withholding inflation results in
(56)

and

PCA

activity

(181).

CJ'l

augmentation of RL

Occlusion

of

the

nerve

airway

at

end-inspiration resulted in the classical prolongation of the expiratory phase
accompanied by phrenic nerve silence.

This is in contrast to the response of

the laryngeal nerve which showed an increase in tonic discharge during the
prolonged

expiratory

resulted in an

phase

(56).

increase in the

Lung

inflation

during

expiration

also

tonic activity of the PCA ( 15, 171) and

inspiratory laryngeal motoneuron discharge (9) during expiration.

Resistive

loads applied during expiration resulted in sign.ificant decreases in laryngeal
aperture in three of four' subjects studied which is consistent with an
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increase in PCA activity (6S).

These authors

concluded that increased

laryngeal resistance during expiration would result in a higher lung volume at
the time in the cycle when expiratory muscles would be activated.

They

hypothesized that this would leave the expiratory muscles at a longer length
and, thus, at a more advantageous position on their length-tension curve
resulting in a greater tension development to overcome the imposed load.
conclusion,

lung

volume

feedback

inhibits

phasic

PCA

activity

In

during

inspiration but increases tonic activity during expiration.
Chemoreceptor afferents also modify the activity of the upper airway
musculature.

Hypercapnic and hypoxic stimuli produce decreases in both

inspiratory and expiratory laryngeal resistance (I 0, 11, IS, 90).

These changes

are due to an increase in inspiratory PCA activity and the appearance of
PCA activity in the first portion of expiration (IO, 11, IS).
activation of TA

in response

to

hypercapnia

has

In some instances,

been

observed

(171).

Corresponding chrnges in glottal dimensions have been observed in humans.
Hypercapnia resulted in a decrease in the narrowing of the glottal aperture
that normally occurred during expiration (71).

These changes in PCA activity

are brought about by corresponding increases in both the tonic and phasic
components of RL nerve activity with hypoxic and hypercapnic stimuli (186).
The response of PCA activity to chemoreceptor activation may be
modified by PSR due to the corresponding increases in tidal volume.

This

was investigated by observing PCA activity in response to hypercapnia and
hypoxia before and after cutting of the vagus nerves below the origin of the
RL nerve.

Following vagotomy the response to hypoxia was altered such

that PCA activity during expiration
laryngeal resistance was increased (11).

was abolished

and

thus expiratory

This effect was also produced by
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NaCN injection and was abolished by carotid sinus nerve section, indicating
that pulmonary afferents normally inhibit the peripheral chemoreceptor effect
on PCA activity.

Another study in rabbits {14) determined that PSR were

responsible for the activation of PCA in expiration in response to hypoxia.
Sulfur dioxide inhalation, which selectively blocks PSRs in rabbits, resulted in
ablation of the PCA response to hypoxia and hypercapnia.

The conclusion of

these two studies was that PSR and peripheral chemoreceptor stimulation
affected VRG laryngeal motoneurons differently.
Activity of laryngeal musculature is also altered, as indicated by

ai

increase in glottal aperture, in response to exercise-. induced hyperpnea (71)
and voluntary hyperventilation (13) in humans.

These results demonstrate

that a variety of inputs to the respiratory system are able to modulate
upper airway resistance.
Laryngeal resistance is altered during sleep such that the transition
from the awake state to slow wave sleep is accompanied by an increase in
laryngeal
further

resistance
during

in cats {144).

REM

sleep.

Laryngeal

resistance

increases

even

The increase in resistance results from

a

decrease in PCA activity (143) which is correlated with a decrease in VRG
neuronal activity (142).
airway during sleep.

This could potentially result in an occlusion of the
Determination of the postmortem laryngeal closing

pressure has ruled out the larynx as the initial site of upper airway collapse
in humcns.

The upper airway collapsed at pressures when the larynx was

patent as revealed by endoscopic visualization {unpublished, cited in 128).
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2.

Expiratory musculature
The flow of air from the lungs during expiration is generally accepted

as a passive event, with the energy necessary for the frictional work of
expiration recovered from the elastic recoil of the lung and chest wall.
Expiration can become an active event in situations of increased pulmonary
ventilation (47, 170, 179), exercise (68) and elevations in end-expiratory airway
pressure (35).
The internal intercostal muscles and the muscles of the anterior and
lateral

walls

of

the

abdomen

participate

in

active

expiratory

efforts.

Expiratory muscles of the abdomen include the external and internal obliques,
the

rectus

abdominis

and

the

transversus

abdominis

as

revealed

by

electromyographic (EMG) recordings in man (45) and dog (92).
Activity in these muscles is usually absent in the resting supine
position (35,45,92) thus the conclusion was drawn that expiration is a passive
event.

Abdominal

expiratory

muscle

activation

ventilation is increased by asphyxia (45,47).

is

seen

in

man

when

However, ventilation rates of

50-f 60 L/min could be obtained without activation of expiratory muscles.

Addition of expiratory loads (positive end-expiratory pressure) of I 0 cm H2 0
were necessary to evoke expiratory muscle activation in all subjects (46).
The depth of the following inspiration was increased in response to the
load.

Thus, the conclusion was drawn that, in man, expiratory loads were

overcome by the greater elastic recoil pressures developed as a result of an
increase in the depth of inspiration and not an increase in abdominal muscle
activity (48).

This concept has been challenged by the observation that in

the upright position, forced expiratory maneuvers result in a decrease in
abdominal volume due to activation of abdominal expiratory muscles ( 170).
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Activation of abdominal muscles during expiration in anesthetized dogs
on positive pressure ventilation was indirectly indicated by a decrease in
abdominal circumference (39,94).

Recordings of the EMG of the external

oblique muscle in cats exposed to continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP)
and

positive

end-expiratory

pressure

(PEEP)

revealed

that

expiratory muscles occurred in response to both stimuli.
activity

increase was

dependent

upon

the

amount

regardless of whether CPAP or PEEP was used.

of

activation of

The mean EMG
pressure

applied,

This indicated that the

abdominal muscle activity was only dependent upon the pressure opposing
expiration (37).
increasing loads.

The pattern of abdominal
Progressive

muscle activity changes with

decreases of the

latency of onset of the

muscle activity ofter the start of expiration and increases in the rate of rise
of activity were observed when higher expiratory loads were imposed ( 116).
Abdominal muscle activity can also be elicited in response to chemical
stimuli.

The peak integrated activity of the external oblique muscle EMG

increased in response to hypoxia and hypercapnia in spontaneously breathing,
anesthetized dogs.

The level of activity could be increased even further by

the addition of CPAP (110).

However, the increase in activity could be due

to changes in proprioceptive inputs due to the larger tidal volumes induced
by hypoxia md hypercapnia.

To rule out this possibility, the effects of

progressive hyperoxic hypercapnia and normocapnic hypoxia on abdominal
expiratory nerve activity were recorded in the paralyzed, anesthetized dog
when mechanical ventilation was withheld ( 120).

In this study hypercapnia

and hypoxia increased the rate of rise, the mean plateau level and the rate
of decline of activity of the medial branch of the cranial iliohypogastric
nerve.

These results indicate that chemoreceptor stimulation also modulates
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the activity of the abdominal expiratory muscles.
Vagal

afferents

mediate

response to expiratory loads.

the

activation

of

abdominal

muscles

in

Involvement of vagal afferents was suggested

by early observations that the decrease in abdominal circumference seen in
response to expiratory loading was abolished by vagotomy (39,94).

Cervical

vagotomy abolished the appearance of external obi ique E MG in response to
loading of expiration (36,38).

In a study designed to localize the afferents

responsible for the activation of the external oblique, cutting of the vagus
nerves in the abdominal cavity, close to the diaphragm did not abolish the
response.
vagus.

A local anesthetic (Metycaine) was used to differentially block the

It was observed that the abdominal muscle response to CPAP could

be eliminated without affecting the inhibition of diaphragm

normally occurred.

It was concluded from

activity that

these two observations that

receptors in the thorax were involved in the activation of abdominal muscles
but that these receptors were not necessarily the PSRs which mediated the
inhibition of

the

diaphragm (36).

A transient

activation

of

expiratory

muscles was observed in response to a sudden opening of a tracheostomy and
a consequent reduction in upper airway resistance in the cat.
was not abolished by vagotomy.

This response

Thus, it was concluded that extrapulmonary

afferents may mediate this response ( 154).
The increase in inspired volume in response to expiratory loading
results in a greater elastic recoil pressure to overcome the expiratory load
(48).

Activation of abdominal muscles in response to expiratory loading

decreases thoracic volume at end-expiration and forces the diaphragm higher
in the thorax.

These changes result in a greater resting length of the

muscles of the rib cage ( 170) and an increase in the resting length of the
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diaphragm and a decrease in its radius of curvature (67).

The net effect is

to increase the mechanical efficiency of the inspiratory muscles.

Thus,

abdominal muscle activity in response to mechanical loads may act not only
to expel air from the lung but also to set inspiratory muscles at the proper
length to achieve adequate ventilation in the presence of an imposed load at
the lowest possible energy cost.
The external intercostal muscle . fibers slope obliquely downward and
forward from the upper rib to the one below.

The fibers are oriented such

that contraction leads to raising of the ribs and expansion of the thorax.
The

internal

intercostal

muscle

fibers

slope

obliquely

downward

and

backward, thus contraction leads to lowering of the ribs and a decrease in
the volume of the thorax.
During quiet breathing in man, rhythmic inspiratory activity is only
seen in the parasternal portion of the internal intercostals.
four spaces, the internal
expiration.

In the lower

intercostal muscles are phasically active during

With active respiratory effort (voluntary or in response to carbon

dioxide), phasic inspiratory activity appears in the external intercostals while
expiratory related activity is present in the internal intercostals (179).

In

the cat such a clear distinction between internal and external intercostal
activation with respiratory
intermediate

thoracic

phase was not observed ( 11 9).

region

(5th

through

9th

inspiratory-external, expiratory-internal relationship present.

Only in the

ribs)

was

the

In the cephalic

spaces both muscle layers were active during inspiration and in the caudal
spaces both were active during expiration.

Stimulation of the external

intercostal nerve resulted in antidromic activation of thoracic motoneurons
which

showed

rhythmic

depolarizations

of

membrane

potential

during
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inspiration.

Motoneurons
activated

antidromically

which
by

depolarized

internal

during

intercostal

expiration

nerve

could

stimulation

be

(169).

These results indicate, that in the cat, the external intercostal muscles are
inspiratory and the internals, active in expiration.
The internal intercostal muscle activity in expiration is influenced by
mechanical loading.

Elevation of PEEP in the cat is associated with an

progressive increase in internal intercostal muscle EMG (68).
activity

also

influences

the

discharge

of

internal

Chemoreceptor

intercostal

muscles.

Hypercapnia increases the phasic discharge of these muscles while hypocapnia
which produces phrenic silence results in a tonic discharge of the internal
intercostal muscles (6).
D.

Periodic Breathing
Periodic breathing can be viewed as a control system instability.

A

control system is composed of a "plant", the output of which is controlled.
The controlled output of the respiratory system "plant" is the supply of
oxygen to and the removal of carbon dioxide from the cells of the body.
The

respiratory

muscles

which

ventilate

the

lung,

the

pulmonary

gas

exchanger and the tissue gas exchanger constitute the "plant", the output of
which is regulated by a controller, the CPG.

The output of the "plant" is

monitored by the controller via feedback systems including mechanoreceptors
(vagal md spinal inputs) and chemoreceptors.

These feedback signals are

compared with a reference and the controller modifies the activity of the
"plant" to correct its output.

This constitutes a closed-loop system (96).

Normally, disturbances of the system result in a corrective action of
the controller.

When the

instability may result.

controller

over

Instability may

be

corrects for
defined

as

the
a

disturbance,

self-sustaining
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oscillation

in

the

system

output.

Periodic

self-sustaining oscillation in respiratory output
defined as a control system instability.

breathing,

in

which

a

is present, may thus

be

The factors which can result in an

instability of the control system include: an increased controller gain; an
increase in feedback delay; and a reduction in system damping or a decrease
in the buffer for the feedback signal (95).
I.

Types of periodic breathing
Periodic breathing (PB), by definition, includes only those respiratory

patterns in which a
output is observed.

predictable, self-sustaining oscillation in respiratory
Two types of PB which tu.Ifill these criteria have been

described in the literature.

Cheyne-Stokes respiration (CSR), named after

the two physicians who separately published observations of it, consists of
regularly recurring periods of hyperpnea, alternating with periods of low or
absent ventilation (I 52).

Cluster breathing or Biot breathing, also named

after the physician who described it, also consists of periods of hyperpnea
interspersed with periods of central apnea.

The chief difference between the

two patterns is that the hyperpnea of CSR shows a gradual crescendo and
decrescendo of activity, thus the description of a waxing and waning of
ventilation.

The ventilatory periods of Biot breathing are characterized by

an abrupt onset and end of breathing.

Initial observations discriminated

between the two patterns by the circumstances in which they were observed:
CSR was associated with congestive heart failure and Biot breathing with
central nervous system damage (34).

Recently, the two types of patterns

have been associated with damage at different levels of the neuraxis, with
CSR observed with damage to the cerebrum and Biot breathing in cases of
pontine tegmentum damage (I 53).
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An increase

in

circulation

time

(an

increase

in

feedback

promotes periodic breathing as demonstrated by Guyton (97).

delay)

Blood flow

from the common carotid artery in the dog was diverted through a long
length of tubing before being redirected into the artery prior to the carotid
bifurcation.

The increased delay

between the

lung and

chemoreceptors

resulted in the appearance of CSR.
An increase in controller gain and reduction of system damping could
theoretically result in periodic breathing when oxygen rather than carbon
dioxide is acting as the predominant drive for ventilation (52).

The reasons

for this are the non-linear hyperbolic ventilatory response to hypoxia as
opposed to the linear ventilatory C0 2 response C11d the relatively small
stores for oxygen in the body so that small changes in oxygen balance result
in larger changes in P0 •
2
Periodic

breathing occurs

in

full-term neonates (86) during sleep.

a

high

percentage

of

preterm

and

The incidence of periodic breathing

decreases over the first few months of life.

All measures used indicated

that infants classified as near-miss SIDS spent a greater proportion of sleep
time in periodic breathing (I 09).

Periodic breathing also is seen in normal

adults during acclimatization to altitude during NREM sleep (26, 185).
observation that addition of low

The

levels of C0 2 to the inspired air or

restoration of normoxia (26,86) results in the reversal of periodic breathing
to eupnea led to the conclusion that the development of CSR in these cases
is dependent upon both hypoxia and hypocapnia.

The subject's arterial PC0 2

is reduced to the apneic threshold by hyperventilation in response to the
hypoxia and ventilation during sleep oscillates because of the hyperbolic P02
response curve (26).
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Induction of sleep is believed to predispose to periodic breathing by
virtue of the fact that the ventilatory response to PC0 2 shows a modest
decrease in slope and a shift of the response line to the right by about 6
torr (146) in NREM sleep.
factor

governing

Thus, hypoxia would become a more prominent

ventilation.

At

altitude,

hypoxia,

coupled

with

the

hyperbolic ventilatory hypoxic response curve further predisposes to periodic
breathing.

Khoo and co-workers described a model which defined respiratory

pattern stability in a
controller

gain

and

variety of
decreased

conditions.

system

In

damping

this

model,

resulted

instability and a sustained periodicity in breathing (111).

in

increased
controller

This was tested

experimentally by Cherniack and co-workers (50) in a cat ventilated with a
servo-respirator which is controlled by the phrenic nerve activity so that
tracheal pressure is held closely proportional to the moving average of the
nerve activity.

Increasing servo-respirator gain (greater VT for a given level

of phrenic activity) and ventilation with hypoxic gas mixtures induced CSR in
all cats.
a

These results indicate that periodic breathing can be considered as

control

system

instability

resulting

from

increase

controller

gain,

prolongation of feedback delay or decreased system damping.
2.

Types of apnea
A key feature in both CSR and Biot breathing is the period of apnea

or an abnormally prolonged expiration.
that when no
distinguished:

airflow is occurring.
central

and

obstructive.

The prolonged phase is the E

2

phase,

Typically two types of apnea are
Central

apnea

is

a

failure

of

rhythmogenesis, the airway is patent but there is no inspiratory effort.
Obstructive apnea results when inspiratory effort is present but the airway is
closed and therefore no airflow can occur.

Prolonged expiratory apnea, a
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third type of apnea recently observed in infants, consists of a prolonged
active expiratory effort against a closed or partially closed glottis (173).
The authors suggest that this type of apnea occurs because of a paradoxical
increase in PSR stimulation with a decrease in lung volume due to instability
of the alveoli.
The development of obstructive apnea is dependent upon the balance
of negative pressure developed within the airway by the inspiratory muscles
and the activity of muscles which maintain the patency of the airway (155).
A number of theories, supported by a vast amount of literature, have been
proposed to

account

for

the

development

of obstructive

apnea.

These

theories contend that a combination of factors contribute to the development
of obstructive apnea.

These factors include: a mechanically narrow upper

airway, an excessive loss of tone in the airway dilator muscles during sleep,
an

instability of respiratory control causing oscillations and mismatching

between
abnormal

diaphragm

activity

reflex/motor

and

response

upper
causing

airway

dilator

active

upper

muscles,
airway

and

an

muscle

constriction (I 76).
Central apnea is observed in a variety of situations.
portions of the CPG can result in central apnea.

Damage to

The original observation of

Biot breathing with its associated periods of central apnea was in a young
patient with tuberculous meningitis (34).

Biot

breathing has

also

been

observed in patients with damage to the tegmentum of the pons (153).

A

specific example of this was the Biot breathing observed in a patient with
infarction of the pontine base and tegmentum below the level of the inferior
colliculus (151).
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These repeating cycles of central apnea are also observed in the anesthetized
cat in which bilateral lesions have been placed in the NPBM (184).
Alterations in peripheral feedbacks can also result in central apnea.
Removal of central chemoreceptor input by removal of the carbon dioxide
load resulted in central apnea in sheep ( 147).

Likewise, the addition of

carbon dioxide to the inspired air obliterated the periods of central apnea
that occurred during NREM sleep in subjects at simulated altitude (26).
Similarly,

removal

of

central

chemoreceptor

inputs

by

cooling

of

the

intermediate area on the ventral surface of the medulla results in apnea

(51, 136).
Changes in mechanical afferent feedback from the airways can also
give rise to central apnea.

As mentioned previously, increases in pulmonary

stretch receptor discharge by lung inflation or electrical stimulation of the
vagi can result in apnea.
of the superior

laryngeal

Central apnea can also be elicited by stimulation
nerve

(118).

Superior

laryngeal

nerve

(SLN)

stimulation results in EPSPs in post-inspiratory neurons in the VRG (128).
Thus the central apnea produced by SLN stimulation is due to a prolongation
of the mechanical phase of expiration (E ).
1
The duration of central apnea is thus dependent upon the interaction
of chemical and mechanical afferent feedback (190).
prolongs apnea while the concomitant rise in
the onset of the next inspiratory burst.

co 2

Increased PSR feedback
and fall in

o2

facilitate

CHAPTER Ill
SPECIFIC AIMS
The purpose of this study was to characterize the periodic pattern,
Biot breathing, with respect to

each of

respiratory control

central

system:

the

the

three

pattern

components of

generator,

the

the

efferent

outflows and the afferent feedbacks.
In eupnea, expiratory duration
mechanoreceptor feedback ( 190).

is modulated by chemoreceptor and

The duration of apnea in Biot breathing is

altered by chemoreceptor feedback (184).

The first group of experiments

was designed to determine whether mechanoreceptor feedback alters the
duration of expiration (either within or between clusters) in Biot breathing.
Positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) was used to increase lung volume
feedback in eupnea and after induction of Biot breathing.
Phasic inspiratory activity of the recurrent laryngeal nerve is present
in eupnea (56).
can

be

Expiratory abdominal muscle activity is usually absent but

recruited

experiments

was

by

expiratory

designed

to

loading

determine

(35).
if

The

inspiratory

second

group

activity

in

of
the

recurrent laryngeal nerve is maintained and whether abdominal nerve activity
is absent in Biot breathing.

Expiratory loading with PEEP was performed to

determine whether abdominal nerve activity could
breathing.
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be

recruited

in Biot
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lnspiratory and expiratory cell discharges can be recorded in the
ventral respiratory group in eupnea ( 130).
the discharge

In the third group of experiments

patterns of medullary respiratory

cells were recorded

to

determine whether the apneic phase of Biot breathing is characterized by
phasic inspiratory or expiratory cell activity.

Alteration of the Biot pattern

by PEEP was performed to determine whether expiratory cell activity was
increased by expiratory loading.

CHAPTER IV
METHODS
A.

Surgical procedures
For all three groups of experiments, adult mongrel cats of either sex

were initially anesthetized with halothane (Fluothane, Ayerst Laboratories).
The cat was restrained in a wooden box from which only the head protruded
and

the

halothane

administered

Drager-Markovet anesthesia machine.

by

a

face

mask

connected

to

a

A mixture of halothane (greater than

4%, in oxygen as the carrier gas) was delivered at a flow rate of 7 L/min.
Anesthetization was complete within 5-10 minutes.

The

cat

was

then

removed from the box and tethered in the supine position on a surgical
table.

A rectal

thermistor

probe was

inserted and

rectal

temperature

monitored by a Yellow-Springs Instruments Telethermometer (Model 43TD).
Rectal temperature was maintained at 36-38

°c

by a lamp and a pad

through which warm water circulated (Gorman-Rupp Industries, Model K-1-3).
A midline incision was made from the caudal border of the larynx and
extended distally 3-4 cm.

The trachea was exposed by blunt dissection of

the sternohyoideus and sternomastoideus muscles.

A transverse incision was

made between two cartilaginous rings and a plastic tubing connector (I /4"
diameter, Pharmaseal) was tied into the tracheal lumen with umbilical tape
ligatures.
trachea

At this point the anesthesia system was connected directly to the
and

a

closed,

rebreathing

system

established.

The

halothane

concentration was decreased (2-3%) and the carbon dioxide absorbed from
40
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the exhaled air by a
anesthesia

bag

from

co 2

absorbent (Sodasorb, W.R. Grace & Co.). An

which

the

cat

breathed

was

refilled

with

the

halothane-oxygen mixture as needed.
Incisions were made bilaterally in the region of the femoral triangle
and the right femoral artery and both femoral veins dissected free of the
surrounding fascia.

The artery and veins were cannulated with saline-filled

PE-90 and PE-I 00 tubing and advanced into the descending aorta and vena
cava, respectively.

The arterial cannula was connected to a fluid.,.filled

pressure transducer (Gould-Statham, P23Db) and arterial pressure recorded on
a Grass Polygraph (Model 7). At this time the level of halothane was again
adjusted to ensure a mean arterial pressure of at least 80 mm Hg while
maintaining adequate depth of anesthesia.
A midline
transverse vein.

incision

was

made

in

the neck in the region of

The external carotid arteries were isolated just rostral to

the crossing of the hypoglossal nerve and ligated with suture silk.
procedure

the

decreased

the

flow

of

blood

to

the

Circle

of

facilitating hemostasis following the decerebration procedure.

Willis

This
thus

The internal

carotid arteries in the cat are degenerate and therefore it was not necessary
to, ligate them as well.
The cat was then turned to the prone position.

The head was fixed in

a stereotaxic frame (Trent Wells) and midline incisions made over the top of
the skull and midthoracic vertebrae.
iliac crests.

Bilateral incisions were made over the

The temporalis muscle was then scraped away to expose the

parietal bones of the skull bilaterally.

The T

6

vertebra and .iliac crests were

cleared of muscle layers for the attachment of spinal clamps.
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Before beginning the decerebration procedure, the stereotaxic frame
was lowered so that the head of the cat was approximately level with the
heart.

This procedure was found to be necessary to limit the flow of air

into the venous sinuses.

This could result in the formation of an air

embolus to which cats are very sensitive.

The left parietal bone was cut

using a trephine which produced a hole approximately 1.5 cm in diameter.
The placement of the hole was carefully chosen to avoid piercing the
superior sagittal sinus.
the bone.
exposed.

Bone wax (Lukens) was used to seal the cut edges of

The underlying dura was

then

cut and

the parietal

cortex

A suction line was connected to a vacuum source capable of

developing approximately 25 cm H2 0

negative pressure, and the cortex

removed until the colliculi were visualized.

A blunt spatula was inserted

from the dorsal surface between the superior and inferior colliculi.

Using

the tentorium as a guide, the spatula was drawn down to the floor of the
skull at an approximately 45° angle.

The remaining cortex, diencephalon and

mesencephalon rostral to the spatula were then removed.

The basilar artery

was clamped with a MacKenzie brain clip and the area of the Circle of
Willis. filled with a ball of Surgicel (oxidized regenerated cellulose).
of Surgicel was placed over the cut surface of the brainstem.
decerebration,

the

cat

was

monitored

to

continuation of a normal respiratory pattern.

ensure

A sheet

Following the

hemostasis

and

the

The head was raised after

bleeding had stopped, and the halothane continued for approximately

I0

minutes

A

at

a

very

low

level

(less

than

1%)

and

then

removed.

stabilization period of approximately 30 minutes was allowed before moving
the cat to another stereotaxic frame located in a large Faraday cage in the
adjacent room.
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The

head

was

repositioned

in

a

stereotaxic

frame

(David

Kopf

Instruments) and the body supported by clamps from the T 6 vertebra and
iliac crests.

This was done to minimize movement artifacts resulting from

respiration.

The tracheal cannula was connected to a y-tubing connector

which had two side ports attached at right angles.

One was connected to an

air-filled pressure transducer (Gould-Statham P23Db) for the measurement of
tracheal pressure.
measurement of

The second port was used to withdraw air for continuous

co 2

and

o2

by LB-2 and OM-f I analyzers, respectively

(Beckman).
The cat was then paralyzed with an injection of gallamine triethiodide
(Flaxedil,

Davis-Geck) of 4 mg/kg.

Gallamine triethiodide competitively

blocks acetylcholine receptors at the myoneural junction.

It also has a

vagalytic effect such that heart rate increased from 157 +7 to 213+6 beats
per minute.

An infusion of gallamine triethiodide (4 mg/kg/hr) was begun

(Harvard Infusion Pump, Model 940) via the left femoral vein.

ArtHicial

ventilation was begun with a custom-made respirator which inflated the cat
by generating a positive pressure in the inspiratory air line and allowing
passive emptying of the lungs during expiration through a separate line.
Initially, the respirator was triggered by a square wave pulse 5 volts in
amplitude from an interval generator and pulse module (WP instruments,
Model 830, 831) set to yield an inspiratory duration of 1.0 sec and expiratory
duration of 1.5 sec for a frequency of 24/min.

Tidal volume was adjusted

by altering the inlet pressure until an end-tidal

co 2

of 4% was achieved.

The peak tracheal pressure recorded during this ventilation procedure was
between 6 and 8 cm H 0.
2
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Following this, the left phrenic c 5 nerve rootlet was isolated via a
The nerve was cut distally, and the central end desheathed

dorsal approach.

by carefully removing the epineureum.
bipolar platinum electrode.

The nerve was then placed across a

In the second group of cats, the left recurrent

laryngeal nerve was isolated along the dorsal aspect of the trachea, and the
left cranial iliohypogastric nerve (L ) was located via a dorsal approach
1
approximately 3-4 cm distal to its emergence from the vertebral canal.
These nerves were also cut distally, the central end desheathed and laid
across bipolar platinum electrodes.

All nerves were immersed in pools of

warm (37 °C) mineral oil in order to prevent drying.
The

dorsal

surface of

the

medulla

recordings in the third group of cats.

was

exposed

for

single

cell

A midline incision was made through

the skin, and the muscle layers overlaying the skull and first cervical
vertebra were carefully separated by blunt dissection.
muscle

layers

and

skin

was

controlled

by

careful

Bleeding from the
use

of

a

cautery.

Retractors were inserted to widen the exposure and an occipital craniotomy
was performed.

Cut edges of the bone were sealed with bone wax.

After

the dura was cut, the exposed brainstem surface was kept moist with warm
(37 °c) mineral oil.
Finally, a small hole was made in the right parietal bone for the
passage of an electrode for making lesions in the pons (the electrode passed
through the hole made for decerebration on the left side).
bone were sealed with bone wax.

The cut edges of

The entire preparation for Groups I and II

is shown in Figure I. Figure 2 outlines the changes in the preparation for
Group Ill experiments.
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FIGURE I. Instrumentation of the cat for groups
and II. Rectal
temperature (TR) is monitored. Arterial pressure (AP) is displayed on the
polygraph and triggers a tachograph (TACH) which quantitates heart rate.
The end-tidal C0 and o and tracheal pressure (PT) are monitored on the
2
2
polygraph. Phrenrc nerve activity (solid line) is amplified (AMP), rendered
audible (AUDIO), processed by a custom-built circuit (PROC), integrated (INT)
and displayed on an oscilloscope (CRT). The gating signal is used to drive
the respirator. In group II, the dotted lines represent recurrent laryngeal
and cranial iliohypogastric nerve activities which are amplified (AMP) and
integrated (INT). Computer inputs for group I are l/E gate, phrenic nerve
activity, Pp co and o • For group II, the inputs are l/E gate, three
2
2
integrated nerve activities, PT' co 2 and 0 2•
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FIGURE .f. Signals recorded in group Ill.
Extracellular recordings of
brainstem units (UNIT) are amplified (AMP), passed through a level detector
which generates spike-triggered pulses (STP) and displayed on an oscilloscope
(CRT). The STP are integrated, displayed on a polygraph (POL YG) and the
CRT.
Phrenic nerve activity (PHR) is amplified (AMP), processed by a
custom-built circuit (PROC) to yield phrenic-triggered pulses (PTP).
Computer inputs are spike-triggered pulses, phrenic-triggered pulses and the
gating signal.
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Following the

recording of all

measurements to

be made

during

eupneic breathing, bilateral lesions of the pontine respiratory group (PRG)
were made in all cats.

A monopolar electrode (22 gauge, Radionics, Inc.)

was inserted at an angle 32° from vertical through the holes previously cut
in the parietal bone.

The electrode was advanced into the PRG using

stereotaxic coordinates of posterior = 3.5 mm, lateral = 4.5 mm, height =
-4.0

mm

(25).

Current

was

passed

radiofrequency generator (Radionics, Inc.).
maintained for 60 seconds.

through

the

electrode

from

A tip temperature of 70

°c

a
was

Lesion placement was evaluated physiologically,

immediately after lesions were placed, by two criteria.

The first was the

alteration in phrenic nerve discharge that occurs with destruction of the
PRG; that of increased duration and amplitude of activity.
of apneusis when
criterion

used

postlesion).

to

inflation was withheld for
qualitatively

identify

an

The development

one cycle was the second
adequate

lesion

(Figure

3,

In some instances, the first lesion did not adequately destroy

the PRG by these two criteria.

In these cases, the electrode was inserted

again with the angle altered to 33° and advanced 0.5 mm deeper into the
pons and

the

lesion

process was repeated.

Following successful

lesion

placement, the inlet pressure on the respirator was increased slightly to
ensure

that

inspirations.

the

tracheal

pressure

did

not

limit

during

the

prolonged

After lesion, peak tracheal pressure ranged from 8-14 cm H 0.
2

Periodic breathing of the cluster type (Figure 4) resulted in approximately
50% of the cats in which lesion placement was successful, as evaluated by
the criteria given above.
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PRELESION

POSTLESION

40

/PHR
(au)

0

14

5 sec

FIGURE ~· Example of the no inflation test in eupnea (prelesion) and in Biot
breathing (postlesion). Integrated phrenic nerve activity (PHR) and tracheal
pressure (PT) are plotted. Arrows mark when the cycle-triggered respirator
was turned off. In eupnea, PHR activity terminates even when inflation was
withheld. In Biot breathing, the respirator must be turned on (second arrow)
in order to terminate the apneustic breath.
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BEFORE PRG LESION
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AFTER PRG LESION

8

0
60 sec

FIGURE ~· Example of one criterion used to assess completeness of pontine
respiratory group (PRG) lesions. Tracheal pressure (P 1 is plotted before and
after lesions when the cat is ventilated by the cycle-triggered respirator.
Note the increased duration and depth of inspiration following PRG lesions.
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Following data collection in Biot breathing, the brainstem was removed
following an overdose of sodium pentobarbital and preserved for at least one
week in formalin.

Following fixation in formalin, the brainstem was stripped

of all meningeal tissue and blood vessels and cut into I00 micron thick slices
using a vibratome.
microscope.

Unstained sections were mounted and observed under a

The number of sections in which destruction was observed were

counted and multiplied by 0.1 to yield the lesion length in millimeters.

The

sections representing largest lesion diameters were drawn using a camera
lucida attachment.
B.

Methods of data acquisition
As shown in .Figures I and 2, arterial pressure and tracheal pressure

were recorded by pressure transducers {Gould-Statham Model P23Db).

The

outputs of the transducers were calibrated in millimeters of mercury {mm
Hg) by an internal calibration signal.

The value of the internal calibration

signal was verHied with a mercury manometer periodically.
was thus measured in units of millimeters of mercury.

Arterial pressure
Tracheal pressure

was calibrated in centimeters of water {cm H20) pressure by converting the
internal calibration signal, using the relationship I mm Hg = 1.36 cm H 0.
2
Both tracheal and arterial pressures were recorded on the polygraph in all
experiments.

The

arterial

pressure

was

used

to

trigger

a

tachograph

preamplifier which allowed the recording of heart rate.
End-tidal percentages of carbon dioxide {C0 2) and oxygen (0 2) were
measured by Beckman gas analyzers {Model LB-2 and OM-I I, respectively).
The gas analyzers were calibrated by passing room air (20.9%
C0 ) and a calibration standard gas (0%
2

heads prior to each experiment.

o 2,

o2,

0.03%

5.00% C0 2) through the pick-up

The readout of the analyzers was given in
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wet gas percentages and plotted on the polygraph (Figures I and 2). This was
converted to partial pressure in mm Hg by
pressure

by

the

wet

gas

percentage.

The

multiplying the barometric
barometric

pressure

was

determined on the day of each experiment from the reading of a barometer
in the laboratory and corrected for ambient temperature and latitude.
I.

Nerve recordings
All nerve signals were recorded differentially with high impedance

preamplifiers in series with Grass amplifiers (Models HIPS I I GA and PS I I K,
respectively).
muscle.

A common ground electrode was placed in the right temporalis

This yielded an input impedance of 2 x I 0

11

ohms.

Low and high

I/2 amplitude frequency filters were set at I 0 and I OK Hz. The gain of the
amplifier was adjusted to yield an output signal of approximately 2 volts
peak to peak.

Integration of the nerve signals was performed by a bank of

custom-made Paynter, filters with integration time constants of I 00 msec for
the phrenic and recurrent laryngeal nerves and 200 msec for the cranial
iliohypogastric nerve.

The integrated activity of each nerve was displayed

on the polygraph and quantitated in terms of peak integrated activity in
arbitrary units (Figures I and 2).
The

discharge

pattern of

custom-built amplifier circuit.

the

phrenic nerve was processed by

a

The phrenic signal was first amplified and a

half-wave rectHication performed which clipped the negative portion of the
signal.
two

An inverting amplifier and a non-inverting amplifier then produced

ampl.ified

integration signals

saturated the amplifiers.

which

had

very

fast

rise

times

and

These signals were then differentiated and each of

the differentiated signals fed into a Schmitt trigger which was adjusted to
trigger a square wave signal whenever the signal rose above a certain level.
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The

output

termination

of
of

the

two

Schmitt

phrenic nerve

triggers

activity.

marked

A final

the

onset

stage of the

and

the

processor

initiated a positive 4 volt signal when the first Schmitt trigger fired and this
signal continued until the second trigger occurred.

An example of the timing

of the inspiratory/expiratory gate in relation to the phrenic nerve discharge
is shown in .Figure 5. The output of this stage was TTL compatible and was
used to trigger the respirator.
further

processed by a

duration,

occurring

The inspiratory/expiratory gating signal was

custom circuit to yield two pulses,

coincident

with

the

beginning

of

I msec in

inspiration

and

expiration.
2.

Artificial ventilation
The respirator used for ventilation in these experiments consisted of

separate paths for inspiratory and expiratory airflow.

Movement of air to

and from the cat was regulated by solenoid valves connected to a solid-state
relay.

When the relay was triggered by a positive voltage signal, the

inspiratory valve was opened and the expiratory valve closed.
into the lungs from a compressed air source.

.Air flowed

The pressure to which the

lungs were exposed during inspiration could be altered by changing the
pressure on the second stage of a gas regulator (Matheson) which was used
to step the compressed air pressure down to within a physiological range.

A

latex glove inserted in series between the inspiratory solenoid valve and the
cat served to blunt the abrupt rise in pressure when the valve opened.
During a negative voltage signal, the expiratory valve opened and the lungs
emptied passively.
originating

from

The respirator could be triggered by a square wave pulse
a

stimulator

(as

described

previously)

or

from

an

inspircitory/expiratory gating pulse derived from the phrenic nerve discharge
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PHR .s mvl

l/E

5v

I
1 sec

FIGURE 5. Example of oscilloscope tracing showing inspiratory expiratory
gating signal (l/E) derived from phrenic nerve (PHR) activity.
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(described in the following section).

When the latter was the case, the

respirator was defined as being cycle-triggered.
Two
inspiration.

factors

governed the

peak

tracheal

pressure

reached

during

As can be seen in Figure 6, increasing the inspiratory flow rate,

by increasing the inlet pressure, resulted in an increase in peak tracheal
pressure.

Likewise, an increase in the duration of .inspiration also increased

the peak tracheal

pressure.

The peak

tracheal

pressure

and the

total

compliance of the feline respiratory system determined the volume of air
delivered to the lungs during inspiration.

An estimation of tidal volume was

calculated by multiplying the peak tracheal
compliance/kg body weight of the cat.

pressure by the

lung-thorax

A value of 2.86 ml/cm H20/kg body

weight was used which was determined in paralyzed cats inflated from a
constant pressure source (2).

To determine if the tidal volumes estimated in

this manner were physiologically possible, the inspiratory capacity for each
animal was calculated from the relationship, inspiratory capacity=69 ml/kg
body weight (2).
Several experimental maneuvers could be performed by alterations in
respirator function.

Positive end-expiratory pressure could be applied by

plunging the expiratory air line beneath the surface of water in a beaker.
The distance in centimeters that the tube was below the water surface
represented the PEEP applied in cm H 0. Inflation could be withheld for a
2
single cycle by removing the triggering signal (no inflation test).
inflation in Biot breathing resulted in apneusis.

Withholding

In order to terminate the

apneusis, it was necessary to initiate ventilation as shown in Figure 3. The
respirator was activated after approximately 8 seconds of apneusis, when the
phrenic nerve discharge had reached a plateau.
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~

INFLATION PRESSURE

:~~~
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:~

INSPIRATORY DURATION

~

/\/\_
5 sec

FIGURE ~· Changes in peak tracheal pressure (PT) from progressive increases
in inflation pressure and inspiratory duration (from left to right). Note the
increases in PT as inflation pressure and inspiratory duration increase.
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Therefore, in Biot breathing, the no inflation test was used to observe
changes in the initial onset of nerve activity and the plateau level reached.
3.

Extracellular recordings
Single unit activity in the brainstem was recorded extracellularly with

Tungsten microelectrodes with impedances of 9-12 megohms measured at
I 000

Hz

(Frederick

Hoer).

Cell

activity

was

recorded

monopolarly;

referenced to the common ground electrode placed in the right temporalis
muscle, by a Grass ompl.ifier with a high impedance input (identical to those
mentioned previously).

The low and high I /2 amplitude frequency filters

were set at I 00 and I OK Hz. The electrode was held by an electrode carrier
(David Kopf Instruments) and could be advanced into the medulla by a
hydraulic microdrive which was calibrated in microns.
recorded by use of stereotaxic coordinates.

Electrode position was

The electrode was first placed

at the obex, the coordinates recorded, and the location of cells recorded
referenced to the obex.

Following the experiment, the position of the

electrode was reconfirmed by placing the electrode at the obex and again
recording the coordinates.

When single cells were recorded the discharge

was passed through a custom built level detector which generated a 5 volt
pulse of I msec duration whenever the activity crossed an adjustable voltage
level {Figure 7) •

An index of cell activity in relation to the respiratory

cycle was generated by passing the pulses from the level detector through a
Paynter filter and integrating the activity with a time constant of 200
milliseconds.

This

activity

was

displayed

calibrated following the experiment by passing

on

the

polygraph

and

was

millisecond pulses at known

frequencies (0-200 Hz) through the Paynter filter to the polygraph (Figure 2).
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PHR

1mvl

vI

l/E

5

STP

s vi

I unit

1 mv

I
500 msec

FIGURE l· Example of oscilloscope tracing showing spike-triggered pulses
(STP) derived from an inspiratory unit discharge (I unit).
Spike-triggered
pulses are I msec in duration.
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Verification that the potentials recorded arose from cell bodies and
not from axons was achieved by several methods.

The electrode size was

considered because lower impedance electrodes selectively record larger cell
bodies while increasing the impedance of the electrodes results in a higher
probability of recording axons.

Cells also generate a

greater

therefore, the spike amplitude and duration are greater than
axons.

current,
those for

The ability to move the electrode for up to 100 microns without

losing the spike discharge was another criterion used to determine that a
cell body was recorded rather than an axon.

Finally, the waveform of the

spike was used to differentiate somas from axons, with biphasic spikes
originating from somas, while axon spikes were triphasic ( 121).
VerJfication that

a single cell

was

recorded was gained by

two

observations; that of a constant spike amplitude for the duration of activity
and an interspike interval of no less than five milliseconds.

To determine

that cell discharges were indeed respiratory related two criteria were used: a
constant spike amplitude throughout a respiratory phase and the retention of
respiratory related activity when mechanical inflation was withheld.
4.

Recording of variables
As mentioned previously in the text and shown in .Figures I and 2, the

polygraph was used for recording of all integrated nerve activities, the
integrated respiratory cell

activities,

tracheal

pressure, end-tidal

carbon

dioxide and oxygen, heart rate and arterial pressure.
A laboratory-based computer (DEC LS I 11 /23) was

used

for

data

acquisition as shown in Figures I and 2. The operating system used was the
VENIX system (VenturCom, Inc., Cambridge, MA), a revision of UNIX (Bell
Laboratories) for small machines.
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All programming was done in the C language, a compiled language with fast
execution speeds, making it highly useful for the collection of analog signals
at very fast sample rates.

Four major computer programs were utilized for

data collection and calculation.
Program event .amp was designed to simultaneously sample and store
data from eight analog inputs for groups I and II. The first analog to digital
(A to D) channel read in the inspiratory/expiratory gate.

This was used as a

trigger for storage of the maximum and minimum amplitudes from the other
channels as well as to measure inspiratory duration (Ti), expiratory duration
(Te), total cycle time (Ttot) and respiratory frequency (f).

The next 6 A to

D channels stored the amplitudes of integrated recurrent laryngeal, phrenic
and

cranial

iliohypogastric

carbon dioxide and oxygen.

nerve

activities,

tracheal

pressure,

end-tidal

The last A to D channel was used to initiate

and end sampling intervals by the use of a stimulator set to deliver a
constant DC input.

Each channel of data was sampled every 2 msec (500

Hz) and the voltage on each channel stored.

The respiratory gate was used

to signal the computer to save the maximum and minimum amplitude (in
volts)

measured

from

each

channel

for

every

respiratory

cycle.

The

amplitude of each channel was calibrated prior to data acquisition by moving
the polygraph pens through full scale deflections of 0-40 relative units for
integrated nerve activities and 0-16 cm H2 0 for tracheal pressure.
end-tidal C0
air (20.9%

2

o2,

and

o2

The

channels were calibrated in mm Hg by passing room

0.03% C0 ) and a calibration gas mixture (0%
2

C0 2) through the gas analyzers.

o2,

5.00%
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At the end of the experiment a printout of the maximum and minimum
values for each variable during each respiratory cycle sampled could be
obtained along with the calibration data for each channel.
Program inttime.3ch sampled three analog channels which had inputs
to separate clock boards.

The clock board stored the accumulated time on

each channel between samples taken by the C program which stored data.
All clocks were synchronized by an external clock with a frequency of I 00
KHz.

Thus

microseconds.

each

analog

channel

of

data

was

sampled

every

I0

This program was used in the collection of data in Group Ill.

The three channels of information sampled were as follows (Figure 7).
Idealized pulses, derived from the extracellular potentials of single units in
the brainstem, were generated by a custom built level detector.

Whenever

the voltage from the single unit activity crossed a certain threshold, a five
volt pulse, I millisecond in duration, was produced.

The threshold level was

adjustable and could be set so that only the spikes from a single cell
resulted in the output of pulses.
the first clock board.

These idealized pulses were the input for

The time between pulses was stored as the interspike

interval.
On the second channel the time at which inspiration began was stored
as the time at which the inspiratory/expiratory gate showed an increase in
voltage (positive slope).
reference

the

discharge

The data gathered from this channel were used to
of

the

cells

recorded

to

the

beginning

inspiration.
An electronic circuit was used to generate two five volt pulses,
millisecond in duration, from the inspiratory/expiratory gate (Figure 7).

of
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These

pulses occurred

coincident

with the

beginning of

expiration, and were stored on the third channel.

inspiration

and

From these data, the

durations of inspiration (Ti) and expiration (Te) could be determined.

A

separate program was used to generate total cycle duration (T tot) and
frequency (f).
Program across was used to generate cycle-triggered histograms of
unit

activity

histograms
relationship

in

relation

describe the
with

the

to

the

start

of

inspiration.

probability of finding a

onset

of

inspiration.

cell

Cycle-triggered
spike

in

Autocorrelograms,

a

time

the

unit

activity referenced to itself, could also be constructed from this program.
The lead and lag times used were 20 msec with a total of 201 bins.
yielded

a

resolution of

0.2

msec/bin.

The

purpose

of

computing

This
the

autocorrelogram was to confirm that data obtained was from a single cell.
To do this, the bins on either side of zero, corresponding to 5 msec, were
scanned for counts.

The absence of any counts within these bins provided

further support for the conclusion that data obtained originated from a single
cell.
Onset
histograms

times
were

for

each

generated

with

cell

were

I 0 msec

referenced to phrenic nerve activity.

Cycle-triggered

determined.
bin

widths

for

each

cell

as

The number of empty bins from time

zero were counted and multiplied by I 0 to yield onset time in msec.

For

expiratory cells, the duration of inspiration was subtracted from this value to
yield the onset time in relation to the beginning of expiration.
Burst durations were measured from cycle-triggered histograms with
I 00 msec bins.

The total number of bins over which the cell discharge

occurred was multiplied by I 00 to yield the burst duration in msec.
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The number of spikes per burst was determined by counting the number of
interspike intervals stored for the cycle in question and adding I.
For plotting purposes, the cycle-triggered histograms for inspiratory
cells were computed with 0.5 second bin widths, while for expiratory cells, a
bin width of 1.0 second was used.

A C language program (plotc) was used

to plot autocorrelograms and cycle-triggered histograms by a single sheet
plotter (Hewlett-Packard Model 7470/J.J.
C.

Experimental groups
Three groups of cats were used for this study.

Group I consisted of

11 cats in which the modulation of the respiratory patterns in eupnea and
Biot

breathing

by

pulmonary

stretch

receptors

was

assessed.

Positive

end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) was used to increase FRC and thereby, PSR
discharge.

Three levels of PEEP, 2, 4 and 6 cm H 0, were used.
2

pressure was applied at least twice in a random sequence.

Each

The loading was

performed during a single expiratory phase as well as for a series of I 0
breaths during eupneic breathing.

Following the induction of Biot breathing,

the loads were applied for a single phase of central apnea.

When possible,

the pressures were applied for five clusters of breaths.
Group II consisted of I 0 cats in which the activity of the efferent
outflows of the respiratory system to upper airway, diaphragm and abdominal
muscles were observed in cluster breathing.

Recurrent laryngeal, phrenic and

cranial iliohypogastric (L ) nerves were recorded during eupnea and after
1
induction of Biot breathing.

Integrated nerve activities were recorded during

control (unloaded) conditions and in response to the addition of PEEP.
levels of PEEP; 2, 4 and 6 cm H 0, were used.
2
at least twice in a random sequence.

Three

Each pressure was applied

The loading was performed during a
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single expiratory phase as well as for a series of I 0 breaths during eupneic
breathing.

Following the induction of cluster breathing, the

applied for a single phase of central apnea.

loads were

When possible, the pressures

were applied for five clusters of breaths.
In the

I 0 cats comprising Group Ill, extracellular discharges were

recorded from medullary inspiratory and expiratory cells after induction of
Hiot breathing.

Stereotaxic coordinates were used to place the electrode

within the NRA (Long and Duffin, 1984). When a single respiratory related
cell was encountered, the activity of the cell was recorded for at least five
clusters.

For inspiratory cells the response of the cell when inflation was

withheld for the first breath of the cluster was recorded.

The resultant

apneusis

as

previously.

was

terminated

by

turning

on

the

respirator,

described

The response of expiratory cells to loading of a single period of

central apnea with PEEP of 2, 4 and 6 cm H 0 was recorded and compared
2
with the immediately preceding period of central apnea.
D.

Statistical evaluation
All statistical comparisons involved paired data obtained from

same animal.

Experiments were

the

designed so that the response of any

variable to a given perturbation was compared to the mean value from the
five immediately preceding respiratory cycles.

Therefore, in each series of

experiments, there was a control value for each response.

A correlated

analysis of variance was used to compute an F-ratio for a given variable and
if significant, p less than 0.05, tests for least significant differences were
used to determine which pairs of mean values were significantly (p less than
0.05) different ( 191 ).
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Comparisons made between values measured before and after lesion were
performed

by

a

paired

Student's

t-test.

Differences

statistically significant when p was less than 0.05.

were

considered

CHAPTER V
RESULTS
A.

Characteristics of the Biot pattern
When

bilateral

radio-frequency

lesions

were

made

in the

respiratory group, Biot type breathing developed in 24 cats.

pontine

Successful

lesion placement was indicated by an increase in tidal volume and a decrease
in respiratory frequency.
inflation was withheld.

In addition, in all cats, apneusis resulted when
The 24 cats were divided into 3 groups.

consisted of 11 cats, while groups II and Ill included I 0 cats each.

Group I
Three

cats contributed data to both groups I and II, four cats contributed data to
both groups I and Ill.
The transition from eupnea to Biot breathing resulted in remarkable
changes in the respiratory and cardiovascular variables recorded as shown in
Figure 8.

In eupnea, the respiratory pattern was very consistent, with

regard to both frequency and volume, as indicated by the integrated phrenic
nerve activity.

In this example, the respirator was "cycle-triggered" such

that inflation was triggered by the phrenic nerve activity.
pressure (PT) increased during
end-tidal

co 2

and

o2

reflect

phrenic nerve activity.

Thus, tracheal
The

tracings of

constancy of ventilation as PAco 2

the

fluctuated closely about a value of 35 mm Hg and PAo2 at 115 mm Hg.
Heart rate, 225 beats/minute, showed a respiratory-related variation of less
than 5 beats/minute.

Arterial pressure showed a respiratory fluctuation

about a mean pressure of 115 mm Hg.
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FIGURE ~· Example of respiratory pattern before (eupnea) and after (Biot)
lesion of the PRG.
Variables plotted include: integrated phrenic nerve
activity (PHR) in arbitrary units (au), tracheal pressure (PT) in cm H 2 0,
alveolar carbon dioxide (PAC0 ) and oxygen (PA0 7) partial pressures in mm
2
Hg, heart rate (HR) in beatsfminute (b/min), ancf arterial pressure (AP) in
mm Hg. The respirator is triggered from the PHR nerve activity.
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Following

lesion,

Biot

breathing,

characterized

ventilatory and non-ventilatory periods, developed.

by

alternating

This pattern differed

from Cheyne-Stokes breathing in that the onset and end of the ventilatory
periods were abrupt

and

distinct

rather than the gradual cresendo and

descrescendo of respiratory activity seen in Cheyne-Stokes.

The period of

central apnea, as indicated by the absence of phrenic nerve activity, was
equally distinct and predictable in both duration and occurrence.

As can be

seen from this example, the ventilatory clusters generally consisted of the
same number of breaths.

Two was the most common number of breaths per

cluster, which occurred in 18 of 24 cats.

In the remaining cats, 3 breaths

occurred per cluster with the exception of
alternated between I and 2 breaths/ cluster.

cat, in which the pattern
In each case, the number of

breaths/cluster in a given cat was consistent from cluster to cluster, thus
the onset of central apnea could be predicted.
Following PRG lesions, tidal volume increased as indicated by the
increase in peak integrated phrenic nerve activity and tracheal pressure.
Despite

the

increase

in

tidal

volume,

Biot

breathing

represented

a

hypoventilatory state, as reflected by the rise in PAC0 2 and fall in PA o2•
During the non-ventilatory phase (central apnea) arterial oxygen fell and
carbon

dioxide

rose,

thus PA co 2 and

PAo2

were

highest

and

lowest,

respectively, at the onset of each ventilatory cluster.
Heart rate showed a marked respiratory arrhythmia in Biot breathing,
as

the

fluctuations

in

heart

rate

were

increased

to

greater

than

I0

beats/minute about a mean of 255 beats/minute.

Arterial pressure also

showed an increased respiratory related fluctuation.

In this example, mean

arterial pressure declined slightly to I 08 mm Hg.
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The values measured in I 8 cats for these variables in eupnea and Biot
breathing

are

given . in

Table

significantly in Biot breathing.

I.

lnspiratory

duration

was

increased

Two expiratory durations were quantitated,

Te short (Tes) represented the duration of expiration in eupnea and the
duration of expiration within the cluster in Biot breathing.

The period of

central apnea in Biot breathing was designated as Te long {Te 1) and had no
counterpart in eupnea.

The increase in Tes and the appearance of Te 1 in

Biot breathing led to a significant increase in the duration of the respiratory
cycle (Ttot) and

corresponding

decrease

in

frequency.

Peak

integrated

phrenic nerve activity was not statistically increased in Biot breathing as
versus eupnea.

The depth of respiration was increased significantly as seen

by the increased tidal volume {VT).

The decrease in minute ventilation in

Biot breathing was accompanied by a rise in PA co 2 and fall .in PAo2•
Despite the increased fluctuations in heart rate and arterial pressure, the
mean heart rate and arterial pressure were not significantly altered by PRG
lesions.
B.

Group 1-Mechanoreceptor effects 2!:!. Biot breathing
The first study was designed to determine the effects of expiratory

loading with positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) in eupnea and Biot
breathing.

Figure 9 shows maps of lesion sites from the I I cats contributing

data to this group.

In all cases, lesions were placed in the dorsolateral

tegmentum of the pons, in the region of the PRG.

Lesions were 3.2+0.2 mm

in length and as can be seen from Figure 9, ranged from 2-3 mm in
diameter.

The Biot patterns which occurred in each cat are also shown.

TABLE 1
Respiratory and cardiovascular variables in eupnea and Biot breathing
(min -1 )

Peak PHR (au)

2.75±0.12

22.6±1 .o

17±2

15. 93± 1 .06

11.86±0.59

6.0±0.3

21±3

Group

Ti (sec)

Tes (sec)

Te 1 (sec)

Ttot (sec)

Eupnea

1. 13±0 .04

1 .62±0 .11

------

Biot

2. 36±0. 14

3.85±0.23

f

p

<0.001

<0.001

------

<0.001

<O. 001

0.200

Group

VT (ml)

VE (ml /min)

PAC0 2 (mm Hg)

PA0 2 (mm Hg)

HR (min- 1 )

MAP (mm Hg)

Eupnea

51±3

1143±81

33±1

114±2

220±7

120±4

103±6

599±30

48±2

95±2

229±7

121±4

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

0.228

0.762

Biot
p

Values expressed as Mean±S.E.M.
p values determined by Student's paired t-test.
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FIGURE 9. Tracings of tissue destruction resulting from bilateral radio
The resultant
frequency - lesions placed within the PRG in 11 cats.
integrated phrenic nerve activity (PHR) is shown for each cat.
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1.

Multiple breath responses to PEEP
Three levels of PEEP, 2, 4, and 6 cm H 0, were applied for
2

breaths in eupnea and for 5 clusters after Biot breathing developed.

I0
The

effects of 2 cm H 0 PEEP before lesion are shown for one cat in Figure
2
IO. The record is broken into two panels in order to show the addition and
removal of PEEP.

At the arrow, PEEP was added as seen by the elevation

of tracheal pressure during the expiratory phase.

The addition of PEEP

resulted in a slight prolongation of the initial expiratory phase.
persisted with maintained PEEP.
on inspiratory duration.

This effect

There was, however, no noticeable effect

Peak phrenic nerve activity decreased for

the

duration of PEEP and rose to control levels when PEEP was removed.
Minute ventilation was decreased resulting in a rise in PA co 2 and a fall in
PA o •
2

Heart rate and arterial pressure were not noticeably altered by the

addition of PEEP.
Addition of 2 cm H 0 PEEP during .Biot breathing is shown in .Figure
2
11 for the same cat.

The most obvious alteration in Biot breathing was the

prolongation of the phase of central apnea.

The

respiratory frequency and minute ventilation

resulted

PA co 2 and fall in PA 02"

resulting decrease in
in an

increase

in

The respiratory arrhythmia in heart rate as well

as the fluctuations in arterial pressure became more pronounced as the
respiratory frequency decreased.

When PEEP was removed, a period of

hyperventilation was seen during which the periodic nature of the pattern
was lost.

This was commonly observed and persisted for a period of time in

proportion to the degree of PEEP added.

This period of hyperventilation

reverted to the control pattern within several minutes.
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FIGURE .!Q. Response to application of 2 cm H 0 positive end-expiratory
2
pressure (PEEP) in eupnea for one cat. Arrows indicate where PEEP was
applied (PEEP ON) and removed (PEEP OFF). Ten seconds of data were
deleted between the left and right panels.
Variables plotted include:
integrated phrenic nerve activity (PHR), tracheal pressure (PT), alveolar
carbon dioxide (PAC0 2) and oxygen (PAo2) partial pressures, hear rate (HR),
and arterial pressure "{AP). The solid line under the PT tracing represents 0
cm H 0 PEEP.
2
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PEEP ON
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16
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_____

....__
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FIGURE 11. Response to application of 2 cm H2 0 positive end-expiratory
pressure WEEP) in Biot breathing for one cat. Solid bar designates the
period during which PEEP was applied. Variables plotted include; integrated
phrenic nerve activity (PHR), tracheal pressure (PT), alveolar carbon dioxide
(PAC02) and oxygen (PA0 2) partial pressures, heart rate (HR), and arterial
pressure (AP).
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The pooled responses of 11 cats to all three levels of PEEP, 2, 4, and
6 cm H2 0, in eupnea and Biot breathing are shown in Figures 12 and 13. In
eupnea, Ti was not significantly altered by any level of PEEP.
Te progressively

increased with

higher

levels of PEEP,

frequency was, therefore, reduced significantly.

and

In contrast,
respiratory

The change in tracheal

pressure for each breath was multiplied by compliance to yield an estimation
of tidal volume.

A progressive decrease in minute ventilation was observed

with increasing levels of PEEP due to the decrease in VT and the increase
in Te 1•

The decrease in ventilation was accompanied by a rise in PA co

and fall in PA o2•

2

No significant changes in heart rate or mean arterial

pressure were recorded.
Following induction of Biot breathing, addition of PEEP did not result
in any statistically significant increases in Ti. Changes in expiratory duration
within the cluster, Tes were not analyzed statistically because data were not
available for every cat at all pressure levels.

The reason for this was that

the quality of the periodic pattern was altered by PEEP.

An example for

one cat is shown in Figure 14. Addition of 2 cm H 0 PEEP resulted in
2
changes in the number of breaths per cluster in only I I I I cats.

With 4 and

6 cm H 0 PEEP, however, the patterns, most commonly, were altered to
2
single breaths per cluster.

In 4 cats, single breaths alternated with clusters

of varying number of breaths.

In the majority (7 /11) cats, the cluster

quality of the pattern was completely eliminated with single breaths followed
by periods of apnea present at 4 and 6 cm H2 0 PEEP.
In summary, respiratory frequency decreased progressively with higher
levels of PEEP, reflecting both the increase in Te and the alteration of the
1
pattern to one of single breaths per cluster.

Minute ventilation decreased
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FIGURE 12. Responses to application of 2, 4 and 6 cm H70 positive
end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) in eupnea for 10 breaths and Bi6l breathing
for 5 clusters in 11 cats. Variables plotted include inspiratory duration (Ti),
the duration of expiration in eupnea or the duration of expiration within the
cluster in Biot breathing (Te ), apneic duration <Te) and respiratory
frequency (f). (*p less than 0~05 or **p less than O.u I as compared to
corresponding control value).
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Variables plotted include tidal volume (VT),
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end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) in Biot breathing for I cat. K""espirator is
cycle-triggered from the phrenic nerve, therefore, tracheal pressure reflects
phrenic nerve activity.
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significantly
frequency.

at

all

levels

of PEEP

due

primarily

to the decrease

in

This decrease in ventilation was accompanied by corresponding

increases in PA co 2 and decreases in PAo •
2
observed in heart rate.
However, mean

No significant changes were
arterial

pressure

increased

significantly from 121.:t.6 mmHg to 131.:t.7 mm Hg with 2 cm H20 PEEP and
from 119.:!:5 mm Hg to 127.:!:8 mm Hg at 6 cm H2 0 PEEP.
2.

Single breath responses to PEEP
In addition, PEEP was applied for a single expiratory phase in eupnea

and for a single apneic phase in Biot breathing.

Application of 2 cm H 0
2

PEEP, for a single expiration in eupnea, resulted in a prolongation of
expiratory duration as seen in .Figure 15. Further prolongation of Tes was
seen with 4 and 6 cm H2 0 PEEP.
greater with 6 cm H20

The prolongation of Tes was significantly

than with either 2 or 4 cm H 0
2

increases in Tes were accompanied by increases in PA

co 2

PEEP.

The

and decreases in

PAo2 as shown in Table 2. These changes were small but highly significant.
The characteristic response to PEEP applied during a single phase of
central apnea is shown in Figure 16. Application of 2 cm H 0 PEEP resulted
2
in a prolongation of the duration of central apnea which was increased even
further by addition of 4 and 6 cm H 0 PEEP.
2
The pooled responses of all 11 cats to applications of PEEP for a
single period of central apnea are shown in Figure 15. Two cm H20 PEEP
significantly prolonged central apnea as did application of 4 and 6 cm H2 0
PEEP.

The duration of Te 1 with 6 cm H 0 PEEP was significantly greater
2

than that in response to 2 and 4 cm H20 PEEP.
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FIGURE J2. Response to application of 2, 4 and 6 cm H 0 positive
2
end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) for a single expiration in eupnea (prelesion)
and for a single apneic period in Biot breathing (postlesion) for 11 cots.
Variables plotted include: duration of expiration in eupnea (Te ) and the
duration of central apneo in Biot breathing (Tel). (*p less than ~.05 or **p
less than 0.01 as compared to corresponding control value).

TABLE 2
Alveo1ar gas tensions in response to single breath PEEP

Eupnea
PAC0 2 (mm Hg)

32±2

2 cm H20
33±2 *

PA0 2 (mm Hg)

115±2

112±2*

115±2

110±2*

116±2

106±2*t

PAC0 2 (mm Hg)

44±2

44±2

98±2

53±4*
83±4 *

45±3

PA0 2 (mm Hg)

51±3*
87±3*

54±3 *
84±4 *

Control

Control

Control

32±2

4 cm H20
34±2*

6 cm H20

31±2

35±2*t

Biot

98±2

95±3

Values expressed as Mean±S.E.M.
*p <0.001 as compared to immediately preceeding control va 1ue.
tp <0.05 as compared to response at 4 cm H2o PEEP.
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FIGURE ~· Response to application of 2, 4 and 6 cm H~O positive
end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) for a single apneic phase in BiOt breathing
for I cat. Respirator is cycle-triggered from the phrenic nerve, therefore,
tracheal pressure (PT) reflects phrenic nerve activity.
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The relationship between Te prolongation and the amount of PEEP
applied is shown in Figure 17 •

The duration of the expiration during which

PEEP was applied (Tet) was normalized to the preceding control Te (Tee).
The

normalized

Te

was

plotted

against

Regression analysis using the values for

the
each

level

of

PEEP

applied.

individual cat revealed a

significant relationship between Te/Tee and PEEP in both eupnea and Biot
breathing.

The slope of the relationship was derived by regression analysis

for each individual cat in eupnea and Biot breathing.

A paired t-test was

performed on the slopes from each cat and revealed that the mean slope of
0.13/cm H 0 in eupnea was increased signjficantly to 0.35/cm H 0 .in Biot
2
2
breathing.

These data indicate that following PRG lesion and induction of

Biot. breathing, expiratory duration (central apnea) is prolonged to a greater
degree by any given level of PEEP than in eupnea.
The increased expiratory load may be compensated for by an increase
in inspired volume.

To evaluate this mechanism as a possible compensation

for the added PEEP, several indices of respiratory drive were quantitated.
Peak phrenic amplitude, the duration of inspiration, the mean rate-of-rise of
phrenic nerve activity (peak phrenic amplitude/Ti), and the estimated total
volume in the lung above FRC at end inspiration were measured.

Linear

regressions of these variables as a function of the applied PEEP were
performed.

No signHicant relationships were found between peak phrenic

amplitude, Ti, or the rate of rise of phrenic nerve activity and PEEP in
either eupnea or Biot breathing.

However, the total volume in the lungs at

the end of the first inspiration following PEEP application was significantly
correlated with the level of PEEP before lesion as shown in .Figure 18.
Because the value of VT - t es tNT -con t ro 1 was always greater than one, the
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FIGURE 17. Response of expiratory duration to application of 2, 4 and 6 cm
H 0 positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) in I I cats.
The duration of
2
expiration in response to PEEP (Tet)' is normalized to the duration of the
unloaded expiration (Te ) and plotted against the PEEP added for a single
expiratory phase in eup~ea (prelesion) and for a single apneic phase in Biot
breathing (postlesion).
Regression lines are plotted for both sets of data
with corresponding correlation coefficient (r), level of significance for the r
value (p), and slope (m) given.
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FIGURE ~- Response of end-inspiratory lung volume to application of 2, 4
The
and 6 cm H 0 positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) in 11 cots.
2
end-inspirotory lung volume in response to PEEP (VT.It) is normalized to the
end-inspiratory lung volume in control (VT /, ) and plotted against the PEEP
added for a single expiratory phase in euifnea (prelesion) and for a single
apneic phase in Biot breathing (postlesion). Regression lines are plotted for
both sets of data with corresponding correlation coefficient (r), level of
significance for the r value (p), and slope (m) given.
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tung volume necessary to terminate inspiration was increased in eupnea by
PEEP.

The positive slope indicates that a greater total lung volume was

necessary

to

increased.

terminate

Following

inspiration

PRG

lesions,

as

the

VT

end-expiratory

test/VT

significantly correlated with the PEEP applied.
compensatory mechanism

of .. increasing

control

lung
is

volume

no

longer

This indicates that the

inspired volume to overcome an

expiratory load is lost after PRG lesion.
C.

Group II-Responses of
The

questions.

second

group

™
of

airway and abdominal motoneurons to PEEP

experiments

was

designed

to

answer

two

First, whether and in what pattern, outflows to the upper airway

musculature and expiratory muscles were activated in Biot breathing as
versus eupnea.

Secondly, whether expiratory muscles were activated in

response to PEEP, a possible compensatory mechanism for the increased
expiratory load.
The brainstem sections of the I 0 cats contributing data to this group
are shown

in Figure

19. The

lesions were

located

tegmentum of the pons, in the region of the PRG.

in the dorsolateral

Lesions were 3.0+0.2 mm

in length and as can be seen from Figure I 9, ranged from 2-3 mm in
diameter.

The Biot patterns which occurred in each cat are also shown.

Indices of efferent outflows to upper airway and expiratory muscles,
the recurrent laryngeal nerve (RL) and the cranial

iliohypogastric nerve

(CIHG), were recorded in eupnea and Biot breathing as shown in Figure 20.
The tracings of RL nerve activity reveal that motoneurons innervating the
laryngeal musculature were activated in phase with phrenic motoneurons both
in eupnea and .Biot breathing.
studied.

This relationship was observed in all cats

Examination of the CIHG nerve activity revealed the absence of
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FIGURE 19. Tracings of tissue destruction resulting from bilateral radio
frequency-lesions placed within the PRG in 10 cats.
The resultant
integrated phrenic nerve activity (PHR) is shown for each cat.
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FIGURE 20. Example of respiratory pattern before (eupnea) and ofter (Biot)
lesion of the PRG. Variables plotted include: integrated recurrent laryngeal
nerve activity (RL), integrated phrenic nerve activity (PHR), integrated
cranial iliohypogastric nerve activity (CIHG), tracheal pressure (PT), alveolar
carbon dioxide (PAC02) and oxygen (PA0 2) partial pressures, heart rate (HR),
and arterial pressure \AP).
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phasic activity in eupnea in this
appeared in Biot breathing.

particular case, while

phasic activity

In eupnea, consistent phasic CIHG activity was

observed in only 4/9 cats but was present in all cats in Biot breathing.
Examination of the raw activity of the RL, phrenic (PHR) and CIHG
nerves revealed interesting differences between eupnea and Biot breathing
(Figure 21) •

In eupnea, the activation of the RL nerve was coincident with

that of the phrenic nerve and showed on augmenting type of pattern.

A

decrementing activity was present in the RL during the early portion of the
expiratory phase.
phrenic nerve.
CIHG

nerve

This occurred during the post-inspirotory discharge of the
In this particular example, intermittent activation of the

was

observed

during

expiration.

However,

consistently present in any cat during eupneic breathing.

it

was

not

Following lesion

and induction of Biot breathing, phasic activity in the CIHG nerve appeared
in all cats.

As demonstrated in the lower portion of Figure 21, the quality

of RL and phrenic nerve activities was altered by lesion placement.

In all

cats, the early expiratory RL activity disappeared as did the post-inspiratory
activity of the phrenic nerve.

Therefore, the transition from inspiration to

expiration became more abrupt as the smoothing function of post-inspiratory
activity appeared to be lost.
Phasic expiratory activity of the CIHG nerve could be recruited before
lesion in all cots by transiently turning off the respirator and allowing the
PA C0

2

to rise.

The relationship between PA C0 2 and CIHG activity was

quantitated by determining a threshold level of
consistently appeared.

co 2

at which CIHG activity

Phasic activity was defined as a respiratory related

oscillation of the integrated CIHG activity of greater than 5 arbitrary units.
Gains of

the

amplifiers

were maintained

constant in eupnea

and Biot
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FIGURE 21. Oscilloscope tracings of raw activity in recurrent laryngeal (RL),
phrenic (PHR), and cranial iliohypogastric (CIHG) nerves in eupnea (prelesion)
and in Biot breathing (postlesion) for one cat. Note lock of post-inspiratory
activity in RL and PHR nerves postlesion.
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breathing for each cat.

In eupnea, threshold was determined when the cat

was hypoventilated by turning off the respirator.

Threshold was determined

in Biot breathing during the period of spontaneous hyperventilation that
followed PEEP administration.

The threshold (in mm Hg C0 ) was compared
2

with the level of PA co 2 which the cat maintained when ventilated with the
cycle-triggered respirator by a two-way analysis of variance.
for

appearance of

phasic

CIHG

activity

was

not

The threshold

significantly

altered

following induction of Biot breathing, as shown in Table 3. The end-tidal

co 2
value.

level in eupnea was slightly but significantly lower than the threshold
Thus, phasic CIHG activity appeared consistently in eupnea only when

co 2

level
2
in Biot breathing was significantly higher than the threshold at which phasic

the end-tidal

rose.

As can be seen in Table 3, the end-tidal C0

CIHG activity .first appeared.

These data indicated that the increase in

phasic CIHG activity in Biot breathing might have been related to the
increase in PAC0 2 which resulted following lesion.
The effects of PEEP on CIHG nerve activity were investigated in 7
cats in which stable recordings of CIHG activity were made in eupnea and
Biot breathing.

In eupneically breathing cats, application of 2, 4, and 6 cm

H2 0 PEEP, resulted in prolongations of Tes as shown in Figure 22. The
duration of expiration is plotted for 5 control breaths, the first expiration
during which PEEP was applied and the last expiration before PEEP was
removed.

The duration of Te

s

was significantly elevated by addition of 4

and 6 cm H 0. When the duration of the. final expiration was compared to
2
control, Tes was still sign.ificantly prolonged over control.
significant decreases in respiratory frequency and ventilation.

This resulted in
Significant
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TABLE 3
Carbon dioxide levels for CIHG nerve activity

Group

Threshold level
(mm Hg)

Operating level
(mm Hg}

Eupnea

36±2

34±1 *

Biot

43±2

57±4*

Values expressed as Mean±S.E.M.

*p <0.05 as compared to corresponding threshold
level value.
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FIGURE 22. Expiratory duration (Te ) and peak integrated cranial
iliohypogastric nerve activity (CIHG) in rJsponse to application of 2, 4 and 6
cm H 7 0 positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) in 10 cats. Responses are
plottea for the first breath and tenth breath during which PEEP was· applied
in eupnea (prelesion). (*p less than 0.05 or **p less than 0.01 as compared
to corresponding control value).
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alterations in end-tidal

co 2

and

o2

were observed at all levels of PEEP

(Table 4). Peak integrated CIHG activity increased signHicantly during the
first loaded expiration with PEEP of 6 cm H 0. However, when PEEP was
2
maintained for I 0 breaths, CIHG activity was significantly elevated with 4
cm H 20 PEEP as well.
The variety of patterns of expiratory nerve activity in response to
addition of PEEP for a single apneic phase is shown in Figure 23. Four types
of CIHG nerve responses were observed in the 7 cats in which recordings
were stable at all levels of PEEP.

Cat I typified the response seen in 4

cats in which increasing levels of PEEP resulted in an increased duration of
CIHG activity throughout the

prolonged apneic

phase.

The peak

CIHG

activity was observed to increase only when 6 cm H 0 PEEP was applied.
2
In Cat 7, the application of PEEP resulted only in prolongation of the apneic
phase and CIHG activity but no changes in peak frequency were observed as
compared to control.

In Cat 9, CIHG activity was also prolonged for the

duration of the apneic phase and in all cases, peak frequency was elevated
over control.
PEEP.

The peak activity declined progressively with higher levels of

In Cat IO, there were small increases in peak frequency observed

with increased levels of PEEP.

Therefore, the responses of CIHG nerve

activity to applied PEEP in Biot breathing cats represented a heterogeneous
group.
In Biot breathing, application of PEEP resulted in immediate (first
breath) prolongations of central apnea as shown in Figure 24. The duration of
central

apnea

decreased

by

the

5th cluster

but

was still

sign.ificantly

elevated over control at 4 and 6 cm H2 0. In contrast to the CIHG response
in eupnea, application of PEEP in Biot breathing resulted in a significant

TABLE 4
Alveolar gas tensions in response to multiple breath PEEP

Eupnea
PAC0 2 (mm Hg)

34±1

2 cm H20
35±1 *

PA0 2 (mm Hg)

113±1

110±2*

PAC0 2 (mm Hg)

52±2

59±3

PA0 2 (mm Hg)

91±3

83±3*

Control

4 cm H20

Control

6 cm H20

Control
34±1

37±l*t

33±1

37±l*t

113±2

108±2*t

113± l

l 03±2*t

54±5

67±5*t

57±6

67±5*t

90±4

74±4*t

91±3

73±5*t

Biot
*

Values expressed as Mean±S.E.M.
*p <0.05 as compared to preceedi ng control value.
tp <0.05 as compared to response with 2 cm H 0 PEEP.
2
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FIGURE 23. Examples from 4 cats of integrated phrenic (PHR) and cranial
iliohypogastric (CIHG) nerve activities in response to application of 2, 4 and
6 cm H7 0 positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP). Dotted lines designate
apneic pfiase during which PEEP was applied.
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iliohypogastric nerve activity (CIHG) in response
to application of 2, 4 and 6
cm H7 0 positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) in 10 cats. Responses are
plottea for the first and fifth apneic phase during which PEEP was applied
in Biot breathing (postlesion). (*p less than 0.05 or **p less than 0.01 as
compared to corresponding control value).
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increase in peak activity only at 6 cm H20. This peak activity was not
maintained so that by the 5th cluster, peak CIHG activity was not .different
from control at any level of PEEP.
increased with PEEP even though

Peak CIHG activity was not consistently
PA C0 2 and PA0

2

were

significantly

increased and decreased, respectively (Table 4).
The relationship between peak RL and peak PHR nerve activities was
assessed before and after lesion to determine whether phrenic and recurrent
laryngeal nerve outputs were altered in the same direction by PEEP.

The

peak RL activity of the first breath following PEEP was normalized to the
preceding control value and plotted against the normalized PHR activity.

A

regression analysis of data from 6 cats in which nerve activities were
recorded pre and postlesion revealed a highly significant relationship between
peak PHR activity in response to PEEP (Figure 25). There was no significant
relationship between either the peak PHR activity or the peak RL activity
and the PEEP applied.

Thus, when peak phrenic activity was increased in

response to a load, peak RL activity also increased.

However, after lesion,

the relationship between peok RL and peak PHR nerve activities in response
to PEEP was no longer present.
D.

Group Ill-Respiratory cell discharges during .Biot breathing
The third group of experiments were designed to

investigate the

discharge patterns of medullary cells with respiratory-related activity in Biot
breathing.

The lesion placement and resulting Biot patterns for the I 0 cats

comprising this group are shown in Figure 26. Lesions were 3.3+0.2 mm in
length and had diameters ranging from 2-3 mm.
Extracellular recordings were made of 9 inspiratory and 25 expiratory
cells.

Only cells which maintained their respiratory related activity when
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FIGURE 25. Peak integrated recurrent laryngeal (RL) and phrenic (PHR)
nerve activites for the first breath following application of positive
end-expiratory pressure (t) normalized to the preceding control (c) values are
plotted in eupnea (prelesion) and Biot breathing (postlesion) for 6 cats.
Regression lines ore plotted for both sets of data with corresponding
correlation coefficient (r), level of significance for the r value (p), and slope
(m) given.
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FIGURE 26. Tracings of tissue destruction resulting from bilateral radio
frequency lesions placed within the PRG in 10 cats.
The resultant
integrated phrenic nerve activity (PHR) is shown for each cat.
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the respirator was transiently turned off were considered to be respiratory
cells.

In 5/9 inspiratory cells recordings were made during Biot breathing

and when inflation was withheld (no inflation test).

Expiratory cells were

subjected to loading with 2, 4 and 6 cm H 0 PEEP.
2

Of the 25 expiratory

cells, stable recordings of responses to all

three

levels of PEEP were

obtained in 12. Results are presented only from the 5 inspiratory and 12
expiratory cells in which complete data sets were obtained.
The

locations

of

these

cells

were

determined

by

stereotaxic

coordinates and are mapped in Figure 27 in relation to the position of the
obex.

All cells recorded were located at the level of or caudal to the obex,

2.5-4.0 mm lateral and 2.0-4.0 mm below the dorsal surface.
I.

lnspiratory cell activity
The

relationship between phrenic nerve activity and the discharge

patterns of the 5 inspiratory cells are shown in Figure 28. In all 5 cells, the
integrated inspiratory cell discharge closely resembled that of the integrated
phrenic activity.

One notable exception was transiently observed in the

activity of cell i2 (Figure 29) when cyclic activity appeared in the integrated
unit discharge during periods of phrenic quiescence.
changed spontaneously from

As the phrenic pattern

to 2 breaths/cluster, the activity of the

inspiratory cell increased in frequency at a time corresponding to the second
inspiration of the cluster.

With this exception, no activity resembling the

inspiratory burst of phrenic nerve activity was recorded in any inspiratory
cell during central apnea.
The responses of 5 inspiratory cells to withholding inflation are shown
in Figure 30. Cycle-triggered histograms were generated for the control and
no inflation tests with 0.5 second bin widths.

Time zero indicates the onset
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FIGURE 27. Location of 5 inspirotory and 12 expiratory cells recorded
plotted with reference to the location of the obex. All dimensions given are
in millimeters.
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FIGURE 28. Illustration of integrated inspiratory cell discharge (UNIT) in
spikes/second (Hz) and the corresponding integrated phrenic nerve discharge
(PHR) in arbitrary units (au) for 5 inspiratory cells recorded in Biot
breathing from 4 cats.
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spikes/second (Hz) and the corresponding integrated phrenic nerve discharge
(PHR) in arbitrary units (au) for I inspiratory cell. The arrows mark bursts
of inspiratory cell discharge for which there was no corresponding PHR
discharge.
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the onset of inspiratory activity in the phrenic nerve.
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of inspiratory activity in the phrenic nerve.

All 5 cells began discharging

prior to phrenic onset.· With the initiation of inspiration the activity of the
cell increased rapidly to a maximum and showed an equally rapid decline.
When inflation was withheld (darker trace), Ti increased
2.49,±.0.16 seconds

to

9.21+O.75 seconds.

in length from

The duration of the burst of

inspiratory cell discharge likewise increased.

However, no changes in peak

discharge frequency were observed.
The characteristics of the inspiratory cell discharge are graphed in
Figure 31. Withholding inflation resulted in a significant increase in the
duration

of

spikes/burst

the

burst

of

also

increased

inspiratory

cell

significantly,

discharge.

however,

frequency was not altered by withholding inflation.

The

the

number

peak

of

discharge

The onset of activity in

the inspiratory cells as compared to the onset of phrenic nerve activity was
-30+ I 0

milliseconds

in

control,

indicating

that

the

rapid

inspiratory cell activity slightly preceded that of the phrenic.

increase

in

When inflation

was withheld, the measured onset time was -40+20 milliseconds which was
not significantly different.
2.

Expiratory cell activity
The integrated activity of the 12 expiratory cells in relation to the

corresponding phrenic nerve activity is shown in Figure 32. All cells were
silent during inspiration.

The decline of expiratory cell activity was very

rapid and occurred coincident with the start of the phrenic burst.

The cells

recorded showed phasic modulation with each phrenic burst such that cell
activity was present during the short expirations within the cluster as well
as

during

the

phase

of

central

apnea.

discharged throughout the apneic phase.

In all

cases,

expiratory cells
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Application of 2, 4, and 6 cm H2 0 PEEP resulted in prolongation of
the duration of central apnea, accompanied by alterations in the discharge of
the expiratory cells recorded.

In 2/12 cells, the duration of the expiratory

discharge was increased by PEEP but there was no significant change in the
peak discharge frequency attained with addition of any level of PEEP.

An

example of this type of response is shown by cell e5 in Figure 33. In 3/12
cells, the duration of the expiratory burst was also increased by PEEP but
peak discharge frequency was only increased by 6 cm H2 0 PEEP.

This type

of response was demonstrated by cell e 12 as shown in Figure 33.
Two types of cell

discharges were observed

in

which

discharge frequency did change with the addition of PEEP.

the

peak

In 4/12 cells,

the peak discharge frequency signHicantly increased with the addition of
greater amounts of PEEP as illustrated by cell e9 in Figure 34. In contrast
to this were the 3/12 cells which showed the greatest increase in discharge
frequency when 2 cm H2 0 PEEP was added, as illustrated by cell e8 in
.Figure 34. The increase in discharge frequency progressively decreased as
greater degrees of PEEP were applied.

Therefore, the response of expiratory

cells to PEEP was similar to that of the CIHG nerves, i.e., a heterogeneous
group.
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Characteristics of the expiratory cell burst in unloaded central apneas
and in response to PEEP are compiled in Figure 35. The duration of the
expiratory cell

discharge was increased significantly over the

control value by all levels of PEEP.

preceding

Likewise, the number of spikes/burst

was increased significantly as was the the peak frequency by cny level of
PEEP.

However, there were no significant differences between the peak

frequency attained at different

levels of PEEP.

This occurred

despite

significant changes in Te 1, P Aco and PAo with the different levels of
2
2
PEEP as shown in Table 5.
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TABLE 5
Respiratory variables for expiratory cell recordings

PEEP (cm H20)
2

Te 1 (sec)

PAco 2 (mm Hg)

PA0 2 (mm Hg)

Control

12. 50±0. 99

43±3

102±3

Response

21 .88±2.89

44±3

101±4

Control

12. 13± l . 0l

43±3

102±3

Response

29.56±3.7o*t

46±3*t

Control

12.54±0.91

44±3

Response

33.9B±3.25*t

48±2*t

4

6

*

Values expressed as Mean S.E.M.

*p <0.05 as compared to corresponding control value.
tp <0.05 as compared to response at 2 cm H20 PEEP.

97±3*t
102±3
94±2*t

CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION
The
generator,

components
the

chemoreceptor

of

efferent
and

extensively studied

the

respiratory

outflows

to

mechanoreceptor
in eupnea.

system:

the

respiratory
afferent

However,

central

muscles

feedbacks,

eupneic

exclusive output of the respiratory pattern generator.

breathing

pattern

and

the

have
is

been

not

the

Sustained oscillations

in respiratory output are observed in a variety of circumstances.
systematic studies of periodic

breathing

patterns

Therefore,

the

represents

a

literature.

The periodic pattern, Biot breathing, was characterized with

present

study

unique

have

Very few

been attempted.

contribution

to

the

regards to the discharge of motoneurons innervating the diaphragm, laryngeal,
and

abdominal

medulla.

muscles

and

the

discharges

of respiratory cells

in

the

Lung volume feedback modulation of the pattern was studied by

the use of positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP).
A.

Characteristics of the Biot pattern
The Biot pattern consists of clusters of breaths separated by periods

of central apnea, as revealed by the absence of phrenic nerve activity
(Figure 8). From control systems analysis, several factors are known to
predispose an otherwise stable pattern to one of periodic breathing.

These

include an increase in feedback delay, an increased controller gain and a
reduction in system damping or a decrease in the buffer for the feedback
signal (95).

The factors which are crucial to the development of the Biot
114

115
pattern in the cat include the successful placement of lesions within the
pontine

respiratory

group

(PRG)

and

intact

pulmonary stretch

receptor

feedback.
I.

Factors predisposing to Biot breathing
In all cats in which Biot breathing was observed, lesions were placed

within the

region of

the PRG (Figures 9,

19 and 26). Lesion borders

indicated in these figures represent the minimum area of destruction as the
tracings were made of the areas of tissue destruction in unstained sections.
Actual lesion dimensions were most likely larger.

In no case was Biot

breathing observed when lesions were placed outside of the PRG.

This

supports previous conclusions that Biot breathing is dependent, in part, upon
PRG destruction ( 184).

However, some cats with bi lateral PRG

retained a eupneic-like pattern, albeit at a slower frequency.

lesions

Thus, lesion

placement is but one factor in the genesis of Biot breathing in the cat.
Lesion placement within the PRG promotes the development of Biot
breathing by virtue of two factors: increasing controller gain and decreasing
system damping.

.Bilateral destruction of the PRG results in significant

elevations of the end-tidal C0
resting

ventilation

hypercapnia

depressed

2

levels in the cat ( 166, 184).

but

the

minute

is also decreased ( 161, 166).

ventilation

Not only is
response

The resultant hypercapnia

to
and

hypoxia lead to a shift to the non-linear, hyperbolic portion of the oxygen
ventilatory response curve (52).

This increase in controller gain accompanied

by

in

the

smal I oxygen

stores

development of periodic breathing.

the

body

increases

the

potential

for

This statement is supported by the

observations that hypoxia can result in periodic breathing in anesthetized
cats (SQ\ and in man sleeping at altitude (26, 185).

Therefore, PRG lesions

II 6
can promote periodic breathing by decreasing

co 2

sensitivity and shifting to

the hypoxic region of the ventilatory response curve.
Intact

pulmonary stretch

receptor

feedback

is

necessary for

the

conversion of the respiratory pattern from one characterized by apneustic
breaths to one characterized by periods of apnea in the PRG lesioned cat.
Withholding inflation (functional vagotomy}, results in the development of
apneusis which continues until terminated by lung inflation (Figure 3). The
development of the apneic period is dependent upon intact volume feedback.
Increasing volume feedback, by application of PEEP, produces Biot breathing
in some cats in which PRG lesions alone do not result in the pattern ( 183).
The length of apnea is determined by the interaction between chemoreceptor
and pulmonary stretch receptor afferents, such that apnea is prolonged when
C0

2

sensitivity is low or inflation volume is high (190).

decreased

co2

Therefore, the

sensitivity (161,166) and the larger tidal volume resulting

from PRG lesions interact to initiate a distinct period of apnea.
Decerebration and the resultant blood loss could be a factor in the
genesis of Biot breathing in this model.

Increased feedback delay, which

would result from a lower cardiac output or hypotension, is one factor which
predisposes

to

periodic

breathing

(95).

Increasing

feedback

delay

by

artificially lengthening the carotid arteries (97) leads to the appearance of
Cheyne-Stokes respiration.

However, it is unlikely that low cardiac output

or hypotension contributed to the development of periodic breathing in these
cats because mean arterial pressures were greater than 90 mm Hg. Also,
Biot

breathing

decerebration
decerebration}.

never

was

developed

successful

(as

in

cats

judged

without
by

rapid

PRG

lesions

hemostasis

when

following

The patterns observed in this study were indistinguishable in

II 7
quality from those observed in pentobarbital anesthetized cats in which blood
loss was not a consideration ( 184).
2.

Biot and eupneic breathing contrasted
The Biot breathing pattern represents a sign.ificant alteration from

eupnea with regards to both timing and depth (Table I). lnspiratory duration
{Ti) is significantly increased in the Biot pattern.

This correlates with

previous observations in which apneusis developed following PRG lesions in
anesthetized, vagotomized cats (41, I 0I,126,141, 150, 165, 175, 177, 178, 182) and is
consistent with the concept that PRG neurons contribute an excitatory input
to the postulated off-switching system (57, 188).
Expiratory duration (Tes) is also increased by PRG lesion.

A linear

relationship has been demonstrated between Ti and the duration of the
subsequent expiration (54,56).

Therefore, the lengthening of Tes may result

from the increase in Ti. This would be consistent with models of the control
of expiratory duration in which the accumulated negative feedback during
inspiration determines the level from which an inspiratory inhibitory process
decays (57,63, 194).
Biot breathing is characterized by an increase in tidal volume (VT) as
compared to control.

This correlates with observations that PRG lesions

increase the volume threshold for termination of inspiration (24,75,81, 115).
Therefore,

VT

is

significantly

elevated

and

Ti

increases

in

duration

( 160, 165).
The peak integrated value of phrenic nerve activity is proportional to

Yr (70). Tidal volume increases significantly with PRG lesions ( 160, 165, 184)
but this was not reflected by an increase in peak integrated phrenic nerve
activity (Table I). This may be due to a decrease in phrenic nerve viability
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and/or

nerve-electrode contact

with time.

However,

the

proportionality

between peak phrenic nerve activity and VT has only been demonstrated in
eupnea (70).

Other studies have failed to demonstrate an increase in peak

integrated phrenic nerve activity following PRG lesions (24, 162).

Therefore,

it may be possible that VT continues to increase after phrenic nerve activity
has reached a plateau in the unparalyzed, PRG lesioned animal.
Because the respirator was triggered by phrenic nerve activity, the
volume required to terminate inspiration should be correlated with tracheal
pressure.

There are limitations to the use of tracheal pressure to measure

tidal volume, however.

The first is that the compliance measurement used

in calculation of VT came from cats other than those used in this study (2).
Secondly, static compliance is greater than dynamic compliance as there is
no resistance to airflow in the measurement of static compliance.

Thirdly,

compliance is a function of lung volume; at greater lung volumes compliance
decreases.

Calculation of inspiratory capacity for each cat revealed that the

maximal VT computed was smaller than inspiratory capacity.

Therefore, VT

measurements are interpreted as directional changes only.
Despite the increases in VT (Table I), hypoventilation results due to
the prolongation of Ti, Tes and the appearance of Te
Thus, the PA co 2 rises and PA o2 falls.
decreased
B.

co 2

1

in Biot breathing.

The rise in PAco 2 results from the

sensitivity attributed to PRG lesions (161, 166).

Respiratory responses to PEEP
Positive

airflow

and

end-expiratory
elevates

FRC.

pressure
Increases

decreases
in

frequency of single PSR afferents (66,87,139).

FRC

the

rate

of

expiratory

increase

the

discharge

In the present study, PEEP

was used to increase FRC to study PSR modulation of respiration.

However,
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PEEP does not affect the respiratory system solely.

Clinically, PEEP is used

to increase FRC, prevent the closure of atelectic alveoli and thus, improve
arterial oxygenation.

The improvement in

o2

saturation is countered by a

decrease in cardiac output which occurs with progressive increases in PEEP
(62).

Venous return and left ventricular function are depressed due to the

increase in intrathoracic pressure (49).

For this reason, low levels of PEEP

(2, 4, and 6 cm H 0) were applied for relatively short periods of time (less
2
than

I 0 minutes).

No sign.ificant decreases in mean arterial pressure or

increases in heart rate were observed with any level of PEEP indicating that
cardiovascular influences were minimized by the low levels of PEEP.
I.

Multiple breath responses
Minute ventilation was significantly decreased by the addition of PEEP

in both eupneic and Biot breathing (Figure 13). These results were similar to
those from anesthetized cats in which PEEP of 0-15 cm H2 0

(38) and

expiratory threshold loads of 5 and I 0 cm H20 (87) resulted in decreased
ventilation and increased C0 • Alternately, Muza and co-workers (140) found
2
no change in ventilation and end-tidal C0 2 in response to elevation of FRC
for 60 minutes.
The most distinctive alterations in respiratory variables in response to
application of PEEP were increases in expiratory duration (Tes) in eupnea
and in the duration of apnea (Te 1) in Biot breathing (Figures 10-12). The
classic explanation for this observation is that PSR discharge is increased by
the elevated FRC

and Te

expiratory prolongation reflex.

is

thus prolonged due to the Breuer-Hering
Both lung inflation and stimulation of vagal

afferents during expiration result in expiratory prolongation due to PSR
activation (81, 114).

Thus, the increase in Tes in eupnea, and the increase in
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Te 1 in Biot breathing in response to PEEP, probably arise from increased
PSR discharge.

This . does

not,

however,

rule

out

the

possibility

that

extravagal afferents might elicit this response.
However, the increase in FRC results in an increase of the lung
buffer for o 2 and co • Therefore, the time course of changes in arterial
2
co2 and 02 would be altered such that a longer time would elapse before
C0 2 rose to the threshold level to activate the next inspiration.
possibility is excluded by several lines of evidence.
occurs

even

when

changes

in

arterial

cardiopulmonary bypass (17,104).

blood

This

Prolongation of Te

gases

are

prevented

by

If PEEP prolonged Te simply by slowing

the rate-of-rise of arterial co 2, the C0 2 levels at the end of expiration
would no be .different from control.

However, in this study, Te prolongation

by PEEP was accompanied by significant increases in PAco 2 and decreases
in PAo 2 {Figures 12 and 13) in eupneic and Biot breathing.
End-tidal measurements of alveolar gas tensions are subject to error.
If the exhaled volume is sufficiently low, the gas sampled by the analyzer
will not reflect alveolar air but dead space air and the end-tidal co
measured :will be erroneously low.

2

However, in these studies the possibility

of .inaccurate co2 measurements was minimized by increasing the inflation
pressure {and thus the exhaled volume) transiently.

That an accurate co 2

measurement was being made was indicated by a fall
end-tidal co 2 with this procedure.

in the recorded

In support of the accuracy of end-tidal

measurements in this study are the data reported in Figures 12 and 13. The
largest increases in co2 and decreases in 02 were observed when the
decreases
breathing).

in VT were
Therefore,

largest
the

{with 4 and
end-tidal

C0

2

6 cm H 0 PEEP
2
increased when,

in Biot
if

the
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measurements were inaccurate, a decrease should have been observed.
would

be

ideal

to

confirm

the

end-tidal

measurements

with

It

arterial

measurements, but is is very difficult to accurately sample the arterial blood
at precise times corresponding to particular phases in the Biot breathing
pattern.

The end-tidal C0 2 values measured in response to PEEP in this

study were similar in magnitude to changes in end-tidal md arterial

co 2

observed with expiratory threshold loads of I 0 cm H 0 in the cat (87).
2
Variable responses of VT to application of PEEP in eupnea have been
reported in the literature.

Small increases in VT were observed in lightly

anesthestized cats in response to expiratory threshold loads of 5 and I 0 cm
However, VT was decreased by PEEP application of 0-15 cm H2 0

H2 0 (87).
in

anesthetized

cats

(37,38).

Many

factors

come

into

play

in

the

maintenance of VT at elevated lung volumes including the decreases in
compliance and activation of expiratory muscles.

The decreases

in VT

observed in the present study may be due, in part, to elimination of active
expiratory effort by neuromuscular blockade.
Despite the decreases in VT with PEEP, the total end-inspiratory lung
volume was increased due to the elevation of FRC.

lnspiratory duration was

not changed in either eupnea or Biot breathing (Figure 12). The increase in
end ... inspiratory

lung volume would

be predicted to decrease Ti by

Breuer-Hering inspiratory shortening reflex.
the maintenance of Ti exist.
occur

with

prolonged

the

Several possible explanations for

The first is that adaptation of PSRs may

elevation

of

FRC.

However,

PSR

discharge

is

significantly elevated over control values even after 60 minutes of elevated
FRC (139).
may

be

Secondly, the sensitivity of the inspiratory terminating reflex

altered.

An

upward shift

in the VT/Ti

relationship has been
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demonstrated at elevated FRC, such that the volume needed to terminate
inspiration at any given time is increased (64,87, 140).

Therefore, a greater

total end-inspiratory lung volume would occur with no change in Ti, as
observed in this study.

A similar shift in the VT/Ti relationship has been

shown to occur in response to hypercapnia (53).

The increase in total

end .. inspiratory lung volume may be related to the increase in alveolar co 2
observed.
In conclusion, the primary result of prolonged PEEP application is a
decrease in minute ventilation with corresponding changes in co2 and 02
(Figure 13) in both eupnea and Biot breathing.

Ventilation is decreased due

to decreases in both frequency and Vr The decrease in frequency occurs
primarily as a result of changes in the duration of Tes in eupnea and Te 1 in
Biot breathing.

The major differences between the response of eupneic and

.Biot breathing to elevated FRC are primarily quantitative.
is altered in quality in response to PEEP application.

The Biot pattern

However, the change

in pattern from multiple breaths per cluster to single breaths per cluster
with higher levels of PEEP (Figure 14) is not accompanied by any significant
changes in either ventilation or end-tidal co

2

and o

2

as compared to the

responses at lower levels of PEEP (Figure 13). Therefore, it appears that the
pattern is controlled for level of ventilation and that despite changes in
pattern, the same ventilation is achieved.
2.

Habituation to PEEP
As mentioned previously, responses of minute ventilation to application

of PEEP are variable in the cat.
C0

Decreases in ventilation and increases in

were observed in response to PEEP of 0-15 cm H 0 (38) and expiratory
2
2
threshold loads of 0-10 cm H 0 (87). However, when FRC was elevated for
2
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60 minutes, no significant changes in ventilation and end-tidal
observed ( 140).

co 2

were

It would appear that the initial reduction in ventilation

diminishes as FRC elevation is maintained.
Similar changes in the respiratory response to PEEP with time were
observed in the present study.
eupnea

and

respectively.

Biot

breathing

The major factors reducing ventilation in
were

the

prolongation

of

Tes

and

Te ,
1

As the duration of PEEP application is increased, the duration

of Tes in eupnea and Te 1 in Biot breathing decrease (Figures 22 and 24).
There are several possible explanations for this progressive decrease in Te
and increase in ventilation with time.

The first is that there may be

adaptation of PSR with time such that Te would return to control values.
As mentioned previously, evidence exists that complete adaptation of PSRs
does not occur when FRC is elevated for 60 minutes (139).

Therefore, the

return of Te toward control values may be due to habituation, which is
defined as a gradual diminution of the response to a repeated standardized
stimulus, which is independent of sensory adaptation.

Habituation may occur

in this situation as shown by the decreased sensitivity of the inspiratory
terminating reflex when FRC is elevated (64, I 40).

However, the habituation

in this case does not allow for complete restoration of ventilation to control
values as in other studies (87, 140).

The time of PEEP application differed

markedly between the study of Muza and co-workers ( 140) and this study.
Thus, the compensation to elevated FRC appears to be a time-dependent
process.

Possibly, the duration of Tes in eupnea would have returned to

control values had the PEEP been maintained.

However, it is unlikely that

complete habituation to PEEP application would have been observed in Biot
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breathing as application of 6 cm H2 0 PEEP resulted in severe hypercapnia
and hypoxia in some cats tested.
3.

Determination of Te by chemical and mechanical factors
There is an interaction between chemical and mechanical factors in

control of Te. This is demonstrated by the increase in Tes in eupnea and Te 1
in Biot breathing caused by PEEP even though
decreased.

co 2

increased and

o2

With application of PEEP for a single expiratory phase it was

possible to evaluate the contribution of mechanical and chemical factors in
the control of Te. It appears that increasing lung volume feedback resets the
threshold for inspiratory initiation by chemical feedbacks.

Thus, the duration

of Tes in eupnea and Te 1 in Biot breathing increase progressively (Figure 15)
while PAC0

2

rises and PAo

2

falls (Table 2).

Increased chemical

drive

shortens the duration of Tes in eupnea (54,64,90) and Te 1 in .Biot breathing
(184).

Therefore, the durations of expiration and central apnea are increased

at the expense of an increased

co2

and decreased

02.

This response may be due, in part, to a decrease in ventilatory
response to
(I 05).

co2

which occurs with expiratory threshold loads in the dog

The decreased response to hypercapnia was observed after the vagi

were cut, therefore, it does not appear to be modulated by vagal afferents.
The decrease in C0
frequency.

2

sensitivity is not due to a decrease in PSR discharge

Pulmonary stretch

receptors

have

been

shown

sensitive in the cat, such that with increases in airway
frequency decreases (61).
airway

co2

to

co2

be

co 2

discharge

However, the discharge rate of PSR declines as

increases from 0 to 30 torr but does not signjficantly change

over the range of 30 to 50 torr which represents the range observed here.
Therefore, it appears that the increase in Te duration which occurs even
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when

co 2

increases results from a decreased sensitivity to C0 , possibly
2

mediated centrally.
The sensitivity of Te to PSR feedback appears to be increased in .Biot
breathing as compared to eupnea.

When the relative increase in Te is

plotted against the level of PEEP applied (Figure 17), the slope in Biot
breathing

is

significantly
the

greater

expiratory

than

in

prolongation

eupnea,
reflex

indicating
is

that

the

in

Biot

sensitivity

of

elevated

breathing.

Previous studies have reported similar increases in the sensitivity

of the expiratory prolongation reflex following bilateral and unilateral PRG
lesions {76,81, 115).

The prolongation of expiration is accompanied by a much

greater rise in C0

than occurs in eupnea with the same level of PEEP
2
{Table 2). This correlates with studies indicating that co 2 sensitivity is
decreased after PRG lesion {161, 166).
The degree of expiratory prolongation observed is a function of two
factors: the PSR discharge which inhibits the onset of inspiration and the
rise in chemoreceptor feedback which promotes the onset of .inspiration.
Larger inspired volumes prolong expiration to a greater degree due to an

co 2

sensitivity promotes

.increase in PSR discharge.

Likewise, a decrease in

a longer expiration 0 90).

Therefore, the relatively greater prolongation of

Te 1 with the same level of PEEP results from the larger inflation volume
and decreased
The

co 2

sensitivity occurring in .Biot breathing.

interaction

between

chemical

and

mechanical

factors

in the

control of Tes in eupnea and Te 1 in Biot breathing is shown in Figure 36.
Time zero indicates the beginning of expiration.
gradually rises {C0

2

increases,

crossed, expiration is terminated.

o2

decreases)

Chemoreceptor feedback
and when a threshold

is

Elevation of FRC by PEEP results in a
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FIGURE 36. Chemical feedbacks (C0 2 and O:~) plotted against the duration
of expiration with PEEP added normalized to the duration of expiration with
no PEEP (Te/Te ) in eupnea and Biot breathing.
The small numbers
indicate the level cof PEEP added in cm H 2 0. As PEEP is increased Te is
prolonged with an increase in the chemical feedback (heavier dotted line) in
eupnea and Biot breathing. Data taken from Figure 17.
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decreased

rate-of-rise

expiration.

of

chemoreceptor

feedback

which

will

prolong

However, the threshold at which expiration is terminated is

elevated in both eupnea and Biot breathing by the application of PEEP.
Therefore, arterial

o2

the next inspiration.

has to fall to a lower level to stimulate the onset of
The decreased sensitivity to

co 2

resulting from PRG

lesion, is shown by the greater chemoreceptor feedback threshold in unloaded
.Biot

breathing as

compared

to eupnea.

The

greater

elevation of

the

chemoreceptor feedback threshold in Biot breathing with PEEP is reflective
of the greater inspired volumes as compared to eupnea.

Thus, the duration

of expiration is determined by the interaction of inspiration inhibitory factors
(PSRs) and inspiration excitatory factors (hypoxia and hypercapnia).
observation that the chemical

threshold

for

initiation

of

The

inspiration

is

elevated in both eupnea and Biot breathing indicates that the inspiratory
inhibitory

effect

of PSR

input

inspiration by chemical feedback.

resets

the

threshold

for

initiation

of

When lung volume feedback is decreased,

the chemical threshold for inspiratory initiation is suddenly lowered.

This

accounts for the appearance of eupneic breathing when PEEP .is removed
(Figure 11).
The total end-.inspiratory lung volume of the first breath following
PEEP application is an indicator of the chemical drive at which expiration is
terminated (190).

Obviously, the chemical drive at the end of a PEEP

prolonged expiration is increased, especially with the higher levels of PEEP
in eupnea (Figure 18). Thus, it appears that respiratory drive was increased
following the prolonged expiration, which is in agreement with other studies
(37,87).

However, in Biot breathing, end .. inspiratory lung volume was no

longer increased with higher levels of PEEP.

The lack of increase in
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o2

respiratory drive despite large increases in C0 2 and decreases in
due to PSR overriding chemoreceptor inputs.

may be

This may explain, in part, the

inability of Biot breathing cats to withstand prolonged elevations of PEEP.
C.

Activities of

~

airway and abdominal nerves

The discharge patterns of nerves supplying the upper
abdominal
laryngeal

musculature
(RL)

nerve

have

been

innervates

described
the

laryngeal resistance and thus airflow.

airway and

in

eupnea.

The

recurrent

laryngeal

muscles

which

regulate

The cranial .iliohypogastric (CIHG)

nerve innervates the muscles of the abdominal wall and thus, is activated
during active expiratory efforts.

However, the activity patterns of these

efferent outflows of the respiratory system have not been recorded in Biot
breathing.
I.

Abdominal nerve activity patterns
Biot breathing is characterized by phasic expiratory nerve activity

(Figures 21

and 23). This activity is generally absent in eupnea.

The

presence of phasic CIHG activity after PRG lesion compares with the release
of phasic expiratory activity in the internal

intercostals and abdominal

muscles by cooling in the area of the retrofacial nucleus (44).

.Ritts and

co-workers identified a region in the ventrolateral pons in which lesions
resulted in the production of apneusis in the vagal cold-blocked cat ( 150).
They postulated that interruption of a

pathway from

medullary respiratory centers was responsible for
lesions in the ventrolateral pons lateral
produced apneusis (141 ).
the areas of cooling.

the PRG to the

this effect.

.Similarly,

to the superior olivary nucleus

The areas of these lesions roughly correspond to
Thus, lesions in areas which result in respiratory

patterns resembling those that result from PRG destruction are also involved
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in the release of expiratory activity.
It

is

possible

that

these

two

observations

are

correlated.

One

explanation for these observations is that both PRG lesion and retrofacial
area cooling interrupt a ponto-medullary pathway at two different points
along it course.

However, relatively few connections have

between

and

activation.

pontine

NTS

respiratory

neurons

(32,33)

been shown

by

antidromic

A more probable explanation is that both insults interrupt the

central chemoreceptor function.

Cooling of the intermediate area on the

ventral surface of the medulla results in phrenic apnea (51).

A cooling probe

placed in the retrofacial area, very near to the ventral surface also produces
phrenic apnea and in addition, releases expiratory muscle activity (44).
Lesion destruction of

the PRG

( 161, 166) and increases in C0

2

results

in a

decreased

co 2

sensitivity

are known to increase the discharge of

expiratory bulbospinal cells (5, 138) and expiratory abdominal nerves ( 120).
Therefore, the appearance of expiratory nerve activity in Biot breathing is
more likely due to the decrease in

co 2

sensitivity and concomitant increase

in PA co 2 which occurs as a result of PRG lesion.

It is less likely that the

release of expiratory nerve activity is due to disinhibition resulting from the
interruption of a pontomedullary pathway by which PRG

neurons would

normally inhibit rhythmic excitation of expiratory NRA cells.
Abdominal nerve activity in Biot breathing is characterized by an
initial augmenting phase followed by a plateau that is maintained during the
apneic phase (Figure 23). In eupneic breathing the duration of expiration is
shorter such that external oblique muscle EMG shows only the augmenting
phase ( 116) while longer Te results in the expression of the plateau phase
(120).

The augmenting phase occurs early in expiration when contraction of
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the abdominal muscles would accelerate the emptying of the lungs, whereas
the

plateau phase occurs

occurring ( 189).

later

in expiration when airflow is no

longer

The plateau phase is thus thought to function in maintaining

the diaphragm and rib cage muscles at optimal lengths to facilitate the next
inspiratory effort (67,120).

The plateau phase may also be related to the

maintenance of venous return as hemorrhage in the dog leads to appearance
of the

plateau phase of abdominal muscle contraction when respiratory

movements are eliminated by hyperventilation to apnea (189).
Elevations in PEEP progressively increase FRC.
to

be

maintained at

its

initial

operating

length,

If the diaphragm is
the

abdominal muscle activity might be expected to increase.

plateau

level

of

In eupnea, peak

CIHG activity increases with the application of PEEP (Figure 22). However,
in Biot breathing the response to PEEP is variable from cat to cat.

In some

cases, PEEP increased the plateau level (Figure 23, Cats I, 9, I 0) while in
others, the plateau level was not altered by the application of PEEP (Cat 7).
When the responses of all cats were pooled, peak activity of CIHG increased
only with 6 cm H 20 PEEP on the first cluster.

This activity was not

maintained so that by the fifth cluster of PEEP application, CIHG activity
was not significantly elevated with any level of PEEP (Figure 24). Chemical
stimuli recruit abdominal muscle activity (90, 120) and mechanical loading also
increases abdominal muscle activity (37, 116).

Augmentation of the peak

external oblique muscle activity response to hypercapnia is observed when
CPAP of 8 cm H 0 is added, such that the muscle activity is increased even
2
further (I I 0).

Therefore, in Biot breathing with PEEP added, a

great

increase in CIHG activity would be expected due to the mechanical loading
and corresponding load.. induced hypercapnia.

This type of augmentation was
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observed in this study in eupneic breathing.
sign.ificantly increased ·with 4 cm H 0
2
application {Figure 22) when

Peak CIHG activity was not

until the tenth breath of PEEP

C0 2 was elevated significantly {Table

3).

However, a similar augmentation in CIHG nerve activity was not observed in
Biot breathing.

The increase in CIHG activity that was observed with 6 cm

H 0 PEEP in Biot breathing was not maintained by the fifth cluster {Figure
2
24) despite a dramatic increase in

co 2

{Table 3). Thus, it would appear that

after PRG lesion, chemical, as well as mechanical, augmentation of CIHG
nerve activity is eliminated.

The failure to maintain CIHG activity is not

related to an increase in MAP, which would inhibit CIHG activity (189)
because there were no significant changes in MAP with any level of PEEP.
The afferent pathway for the recruitment of abdominal muscle activity
with mechanical loading is the vagus (37, I I 0).

However, extra-vagal. fibers

may also play a role in the recruitment of abdominal muscle activity as
vagotomy does not abolish the transient inhibition of abdominal activity
associated

with

a

sudden

decrease

in

airway

resistance

(154).

This

extra-vagal pathway may be through intercostal or abdominal muscle spindles
which would act to augment alpha motoneuron discharge {154).

Increases in

FRC would increase the resting lengths of the abdominal muscles which
would, by the myotatic reflex, augment abdominal nerve activity.

Dorsal

root rhizotomy {T -L ) abolishes the increase in external oblique muscle EMG
8 3
activity observed in response to CPAP.. in the cat (36).

Cutting the CIHG

nerve for recording would have removed muscle spindle information from
that one dorsal root.

However, it appears unlikely that this factor explains

the lack of recruitment of CIHG nerve fibers in response to PEEP as CIHG
activity was observed to increase in some cats.
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2.

Recurrent laryngeal nerve activity patterns
When the respiratory pattern is altered from eupnea to apneusis by

cooling the rostral pons in vagotomized, decerebrated cats, the RL nerve
shows an apneustic discharge pattern, similar to that of the phrenic nerve
Thus, when PRG inputs are eliminated, the RL still retains its

( 163, 164).

inspiratory activity.

Therefore, it is not unexpected that in Biot breathing,

phasic activation of the RL would persist as in eupnea (Figure 20). However,
the patterns of phrenic and RL nerve discharges were markedly altered by
the transition to Biot breathing as noted in the results.

The disappearance

of the expiratory-related activity in the RL following PRG lesion has been
noted previously ( 163).

This occurred concomitant with the disappearance of

the post.. inspiratory activity in the phrenic nerve activity (Figure 21 ). The
post-inspiratory phase of declining phrenic activity and RL activation smooths
the transition between inspiration and expiration, regulating the emptying of
air from the lungs and acting as an expiratory airflow braking mechanism
(15).

The apparent absence of the post-inspiratory phase following PRG

lesions has important implications not only in regards to the regulation of
expiratory airflow.

This observation also lends credence to the concept that

the PRG constitutes an integral part of the central pattern generator for
respiration.

Thus, the

role of the PRG in rhythm generation may be

underestimated as hypothesized by St. John ( 162).
The first breath responses to PEEP of the phrenic and RL nerve
amplitudes were normalized to the preceding control values and a regression
analysis

performed

to

determine

if

an

increase

correlated with an increase in RL nerve activity.
sign.ificant

relationship

between

the

two

and

in PHR

activity was

In eupnea, there was a
the

slope

was

positive,
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indicating that an increase in phrenic nerve amplitude on the first inspiration
following PEEP was accompanied by an increase in RL activity.

However,

following PRG lesion, in Biot breathing, the regression analysis revealed that
this relationship no longer persisted (Figure 25). Parallel increases in RL and
phrenic

activity

nerve

have

been

demonstrated

in

the

pentobarbital

anesthetized dog in response to both hypercapnic and hypoxic stimuli (186).
However, in that study the responses were measured when steady state
conditions were reached, whereas the results reported here were transient,
first

breath

transient

responses.

increase

in

Analyzing

the

co 2,

inspired

breath-to-breath

Haxhiu

and

responses

co-workers

(98)

to

a

found

proportional .increases in the EMG of the posterior cricoarytenoid muscle and
in

diaphragm

conscious

Because

cats.

the

application

of

PEEP

was

associated with increases in PAco 2 and decreases in PAo2 it would be
expected that directionally similar changes in RL and phrenic nerve activity
would occur as seen before lesion.

The lack of relationship between the

discharges of the two nerves in response to PEEP of fer

lesion is thus

unexpected because the chemical chrnges associated ·with PEEP were much
more dramatic than in eupnea (Table 3).
That this response is lost after PRG lesion implies a role for the PRG
in matching the outputs of the upper airway and diaphragm muscles in
response

to

implications

a

chemoreceptor

for

facilitating

stimulus.
an

increase

This

matching

in

inspiratory

has

important

airflow.

The

mechanism whereby PRG lesion might alter the linking between inspiratory
outflows of the DRG and VRG is unknown but may be related to the
decrease
Projections

in

co 2
from

sensitivity
PRG

neurons

associated
to

the

with
VRG

PRG
have

lesion
been

(161, 166).

identified

by
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antidromic activation but whether these connections play a role in the
linking of phrenic and RL nerve activities is uncertain (33).
D.

Discharges of respiratory cells in Biot breathing
This study represents the first recordings of respiratory cell activities

in .Biot breathing.

This was not a trivial accomplishment insofar as the

spontaneous respiratory frequencies were very low and volume inflations of
the lung were large, resulting in movement of the brainstem.
I.

Inspiratory cell discharges
The

inspiratory cells recorded typically showed discharge

which closely followed that of the phrenic nerve.

patterns

lnspiratory cells were

located from 3-4 mm lateral to the midline, 2-4 mm below the dorsal
surface and 0-2 mm caudal to the obex (Figure 27). These coordinates
approximate the location of the NRA ( 125).

At the level of the obex, in the

cat, there is an area of intermixing of inspiratory and expiratory cells which
are located in the rostral and caudal portions of the NRA, respectively
( 130).

The expiratory cells recorded in this study were typical of NRA

expiratory cells in patterns of discharge (see next section) but not of NA
laryngeal

motoneurons

(30, 131).

The

inspiratory

cells

recorded

were

frequently encountered in the same electrode penetration as an expiratory
cell which was characterized as a NRA cell.

Therefore, it seems likely that

these cells were NRA inspiratory cells.
The onset of inspiratory cell discharges usually precede the initiation
of phrenic nerve activity by 30 msec.

The cells rapidly attain their peak

discharge rate followed by an abrupt termination of activity.

(Figure 28).

The patterns of phrenic nerve discharge and inspiratory cell activity closely
parallel each other which is similar to the observation of Merrill (131) who
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found that NRA inspiratory cell discharge mirrored the
tension in the diaphragm.
"late-inspiratory"
antidromically

development

of

The cells recorded here correspond with the

cells

identified

activated

from

by

the

Merrill
cervical

(131),
cord

all
and

of
had

arborizations within the phrenic nucleus and thoracic cord.

which

were

demonstrable
Therefore, it

seems likely that the inspiratory cells recorded in this study might have been
cells which activate phrenic and intercostal motoneurons.

This conclusion is

supported, in part, by the observation that when inflation was withheld and
apneusis developed, apneustic discharge patterns were observed for all cells
(Figure 30), although apneustic discharge also develops in the RL nerve
( 163, 164).

The formation

of this discharge pattern when inflation was

withheld indicates that the cells were indeed respiratory cells, and that they
received central inspiratory activity (CIA).

The lack of significant increases

in the peak discharge frequency is surprising, since withholding inflation in
the PRG lesioned cat results in an apneustic breath, the amplitude of which
is greater than the non-apneustic control (75,81).
however,

with

observations

in

Dial

anesthetized

These results correlate,
and

(decorticate) cats in which no increase in discharge

encephale

isole

frequency of VRG

inspiratory cells was observed in response to airway occlusion in eupnea
(31).

Within

an

individual

cat, the

discharge of each

inspiratory cell

responded to the no inflation test in the same direction as did the phrenic
nerve discharge.

The directions of response were different between cats,

therefore no significant changes in discharge frequency were observed (Figure
31 ).
Perhaps the most intriguing. finding concerning inspiratory cells is the
activity of cell i2 (Figure 29). This cell .illustrates a two discharges/cluster
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pattern while the phrenic nerve discharges once per cluster.

As the phrenic

nerve pattern spontaneously shifts to two/cluster, it can be seen that the
second burst of cell activity corresponds with the second breath of the
cluster.

As the activity of the phrenic nerve appears in that second breath,

the activity of the inspiratory cell increases, indicating that either it is
facilitated by PSR feedback or that the increase in CIA which results in the
second phrenic burst facilitates this cell.

The latter explanation is more

likely as there is no phasic PSR feedback during apnea when the cell was
spontaneously active.

The importance of this observation is that phrenic

apnea does not necessarily imply absence of central. .inspiratory activity.
Thus, researchers who define phrenic silence as the lack of respiratory
oscillator activity may be in error (91 ).

It is tempting, also, to conclude

that the "central apnea" observed in Biot breathing is not necessarily a
complete absence of inspiratory activity, but that this activity may simply
not reach a critical threshold level to drive the phrenic motoneuron pool.

It

is unjustified to base a conclusion on a single observation and further
experiments are warranted.

However, this presents an intriguing addition to

our concept of pattern generation.
2.

Expiratory cell discharges
The expiratory cells recorded were located from 3-4 mm lateral, 1-4

mm below the dorsal surface and 0-3 mm caudal to the obex (Figure 27).
These coordinates are consistent with the location of the NRA cell column
of the VRG (125).

It is unlikely that these cells were located in the NTS

not only because of their deep locations, but because the NTS .is noted for
its paucity of expiratory cells (20, 74).

These cells were not NA laryngeal

motoneurons as demonstrated by their firing patterns (Figure 32). Expiratory
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laryngeal

motoneurons discharge at the onset of expiration,

frequency early and cease. firing early in expiration (30,31).

reach

peak

In addition, the

absence of early expiratory activity in the RL nerve in Biot breathing while
CIHG nerve activity was present (Figure 21) lends further support to the
conclusion that the expiratory cells were not laryngeal motoneurons.
These cells have the characteristic discharge of NRA expiratory cells
which show an incrementing discharge in expiration (30).

These cells show a

low initial rate which gradually increases to a plateau or peak late in
expiration (131).

Discharge of the NRA expiratory cells is inhibited during

inspiration, as demonstrated

by chloride

reversal

of

IPSPs ( 158).

This

inhibition is believed to be derived from early burst NRA inspiratory neurons
(131, 132).

Expiratory cells recorded

in this study showed this type of

discharge pattern (Figure 32). Cell discharge frequency reached a plateau
during central apnea which was consistent with that of NRA expiratory cells
(131).

A similar plateau phase is observed in the discharge of the external

oblique muscle EMG when the expiratory phase is sufficiently long (120)
while only the incrementing phase is seen when Te is short ( 116).
These cells might activate abdominal motoneurons as 98% of NRA
expiratory

cells

were

found

to

be

contralateral spinal cord ( 130, 131 ).

antidromically

activated

from

the

Axons from these cells terminate from

the T -L levels (82, 131) and have been shown to monosynaptically activate
1 3
thoracic expiratory motoneurons (113).

Further support for this conclusion is

drawn from observing that the discharge patterns of CIHG motoneurons
(Figure 23) and the expiratory cells recorded (Figure 32) are very similar.
Both discharge patterns include: an abrupt onset of activity coincident with
the

termination of

inspiration;

a

plateau phase; and an equally abrupt
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termination of activity when the next inspiratory phase begins.
The

demonstration

that

NRA expiratory cells fire throughout

the

protracted phase of central apnea does not imply that these cells are the
source of inspiratory inhibition and the resultant apnea.

Evidence suggests

that NRA expiratory cells do not inhibit inspiratory premotor cells because
no intramedullary axon collaterals have been demonstrated for these cells
(6, 130, 131).

The source of inspiratory inhibition, according to current models

of pattern generation, is most likely the late peak expiratory cells of the
Botzinger complex (BotC) which have inhibitory connections with the DRG
(I 08, 123, 132).
phrenic

However, this does not eliminate inhibition at the level of the

motor

motoneurons

nucleus.

does

Active
as

exist,

expiratory

demonstrated

expiratory hyperpolarization (21).

phase
by

inhibition

chloride

of

phrenic

reversal

of

the

Injection of HRP into caudal regions of

the NRA where expiratory activity is recorded, results in an equal density
labeling

in

the

phrenic

motor

nucleus

and thoracic

ventral

horn

(82).

Although spike-triggered averaging of synaptic noise revealed monosynaptic
inhibition of phrenic motoneurons from expiratory cells in the BotC, no
inhibition could be demonstrated from the caudal NRA ( 134).
Expiratory NRA bulbospinal cells are facilitated by maintained lung
inflations (31 ).

Expiratory resistive loads increase the firing rate, burst

duration and number of spikes per burst of NRA expiratory cells (7).
cells have also been shown to be responsive to
increasing the peak discharge frequency (5, 138).
studies are
However,
observation

co 2

These

with hypercapnia

The results shown in these

in agreement with those of the present study (Figure 35).

the

facilitation

that

PEEP

of

did

expiratory
not

cells

signHicantly

is
alter

inconsistent
the

peak

with

the

discharge
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frequency of the CIHG nerve (Figure 24). Several explanations are possible.
The cell discharges were recorded for one apneic phase in response to PEEP
while the nerves were followed for 5 phases.

Application of PEEP resulted

in a sign.ificant increase in the peak discharge frequency of the CIHG nerve
only at 6 cm H20 (Figure 24). Therefore, the cats used for the recording of
cell discharges may have been more sensitive to the level of PEEP applied.
Using Te 1 prolongation as an index of sensitivity to PEEP, it can be seen
that the prolongation was greater in the cats in which CIHG activity was
recorded (compare Figure 24 and Table 5). Therefore, it cannot be argued
that expiratory cell discharge reached a higher frequency with PEEP while
that of the CIHG nerve did not simply because of a greater prolongation of
Te 1•

If the cell discharges were followed for more than one apneic phase,

it is possible that peak frequency would decline such that it would no longer
be significantly elevated as with the CIHG nerve activity at 6 cm H20.
However, the discharge frequency of the cells does not increase progressively
with increases in load as was found for NRA expiratory cells with resistive
loading (7).
Neurograms
fibers.

represent

the

summed

activities

of

individual

nerve

The heterogeneity of responses of CIHG activity in response to PEEP

would suggest that the balance of activity of all the nerve fibers determines
the compound nerve activity recorded.

Thus, CIHG activity increased in

some cats in response to PEEP while in others, it did not.
was that no significant increases occurred.

The net effect

The fact that cell discharge

showed a significant increase may simply be due to the random sampling of
cells and recording from more cells which showed an increase in discharge in
response to PEEP.

Also, NRA expiratory cells are active even when there is
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no demonstrable abdominal muscle activity (44).

Therefore, expiratory cell

activity does not necessarily imply expiratory muscle activity and indicates
that a critical mass of cells must be activated before muscle activity is
observed.

For this reason, total nerve activity remains the better indicator

of actual muscle activity.

Therefore, the net result is that, in spite of an

increase in expiratory cell discharge in response to PEEP, the .Biot breathing
cat is compromised in the ability to respond to the imposed load.
E.

Summary
Sustained oscillations in the output of a controlled system can result

from: an increase in controller gain, decreased damping of the feedback
signal and an increase in feedback delay.

A sustained oscillation in the

output of the respiratory controller, Biot breathing, has been described in the
present study.

The placement of lesions within the pontine respiratory group

leads to Biot breathing by a decrease in the sensitivity to C0 2 and an
increase in

Yr

The decrease in co 2 sensitivity leads to an increase in P aco 2 and
decrease in P ao 2•

As a result, the respiratory controller is shifted to

operating on the non-linear, hyperbolic portion of the hypoxic ventilatory
response curve.

Thus, controller gain is increased and there is decreased

damping of the feedback signal, due to the lower stores for oxygen in the
body.

This contributes to instability and an oscillation of the respiratory

output.
The duration of expiration is dependent upon the chemical drive, which
promotes initiation of inspiration, and the volume feedback from the lung,
which delays the initiation of .inspiration.

In Biot breathing, long periods of

apnea result from the decrease in C0 2 sensitivity and the high level of lung
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volume feedback.
decreased
The
threshold.

co 2

Therefore, PRG lesions promote Biot breathing due to a

sensitivity and an increased VT.

controller

output

When

chemoreceptor feedback exceeds this

the

appears

to

oscillate

around

a

chemical

threshold,

a

ventilatory period is initiated during which the chemoreceptor feedback is
driven below threshold, due to the increase in controller gain.
period

ensues,

the

duration

of

which

is

determined

by

An apneic

the

rise

in

chemoreceptor feedback and the decline in lung volume feedback from the
ventilatory period.

When the chemoreceptor feedback exceeds threshold, a

ventilatory period is initiated and the cycle repeats.
Biot

breathing

is

unlike

eupnea,

in

that,

only

the

duration

of

expiration is altered by changes in chemo- and mechanoreceptor feedbacks.
A previous study revealed that only the duration of Te 1 is consistently
altered in response to hypercapnic, hypoxic and hyperoxic stimuli (184).

In

this study, only the duration of Te 1 was consistently altered by PEEP, which
increases PSR feedback.

Therefore, it appears that either these feedbacks

are, in some way, gated off during the ventilatory phase or that the
sensitivity to these feedbacks

is

too

low, such that

larger changes in

feedback must occur in order to elicit changes in the respiratory output.
The interaction between chemo- and mechanoreceptor feedbacks is such that
mechanoreceptor feedback resets the threshold for termination of apnea by
chemoreceptor input.

Therefore, PEEP application results in hypoventilation

and an increase in chemoreceptor feedback.
Efferent outflows of the respiratory controller are also altered in Biot
breathing.

The loss of post-inspiratory activity in the recurrent laryngeal

nerve activity implies possible changes in the braking of expiratory airflow.
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The loss of directional matching of recurrent laryngeal and phrenic nerve
activities during inspiration would necessarily alter
smooth inspiratory airflow.

the generation of a

The PRG also appears to be involved in the

"setting" of the diaphragm ood rib cage muscles at the optimal length for
inspiration in the face of an expiratory load.
mechanoreceptor

initiated

activity was observed.

and

In Biot breathing, a loss of

chemoreceptor

sustained

abdominal

nerve

Therefore, a role for the PRG in every phase of the

respiratory cycle seems indicated.

The PRG appears to function in the

smoothing of both inspiratory and expiratory airflows and in the stabilization
of thoracic volume during the non-ventilatory portion of expiration.
Recording of respiratory related cells in the brainstem has revealed
that "central apnea" may not be truly "central" in origin.

The absence of

phrenic

lack

nerve

activity

does

not

necessarily

inspiratory activity in the brainstem.

imply

the

of

cyclic

This activity may fail to reach a

critical threshold level to activate phrenic motoneurons or may be actively
inhibited.

Therefore,

the

involvement

of

the

PRG

in

modulating

this

brainstem inspiratory activity is an intriguing area for further study.
A great deal of attention has been focused in the past few years on
the topic of respiratory rhythm generation.
investigation,

the

location

of

the

Though the subject of intense

rhythm

generator

remains

unknown.

Obviously, from the results of this study, PRG destruction leaves the rhythm
generator

intact,

as

a

rhythmic

respiratory

output

is

still

produced.

However, the function of the respiratory controller is to provide adequate
ventilation, which is the product of both frequency and volume.
the respiratory controller is a

pattern

generator,

generator, and adjusts both frequency and volume

Therefore,

not simply a
in order

to

rhythm
provide
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ventilation.

From the chcnges which result in both the timing and depth of

respiratory output in response to PRG lesion, it is evident that the PRG is
an integral part of the central pattern generator for respiratory output.

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS
I.

Biot breathing may result following placement of lesions in the pontine
respiratory group (PRG) in cats with intact lung volume feedback.

The

distinctive feature of Biot breathing is the long period of central apnea
that separates ventilatory clusters.

Therefore, the PRG constitutes an

integral part of the respiratory rhythm generator.
2.

The duration of central apnea in Biot breathing is prolonged by increased
lung volume feedback.

This feedback appears to alter the threshold for

the termination of apnea by chemoreceptor feedback.
3.

Phasic activity of the cranial iliohypogastric nerve consistently appears
in Biot breathing.

This activity persists throughout the apneic phase.

Increased expiratory nerve activity is not maintained in response to
increased lung volume feedback in Biot breathing.

Therefore,

it is

concluded that the PRG participates in active expiratory discharges
elicited by increased lung volume feedback during eupnea.
4.

The post-inspiratory discharge of the recurrent laryngeal nerve is absent
in Biot breathing as are the parallel changes in phrenic and recurrent
laryngeal nerve activities in
feedback.

Therefore,

in

response

eupnea,

the

to alteration of
PRG

appears

to

lung volume
function

coordinating the transitions between inspiratory and expiratory phases.
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in

145

5.

The phase of central apnea is characterized by maintained discharge of
expiratory cells and absence of phasic inspiratory cell discharge.

That

is, expiratory cell discharges were never observed to terminate prior to
the completion of the long apneic pause.

It is possible that inspiratory

activity may be inhibited by expiratory cell discharge during the apneic
phase, although the specific details of this inhibition are not known.
6.

The PRG is an integral component of the respiratory pattern generator
for eupneic breathing.
production of a

Destruction of this locus predisposes to the

periodic

pattern,

Biot

breathing.

Contrasting Biot

breathing with eupnea reveals that the PRG normally participates in:
determining
inspiration

the
by

threshold
lung

for

volume

discharges in response to

chemoreceptor
feedback,

increased

mediated

eliciting

lung volume

initiation

active
feedback,

of

expiratory
and the

smoothing of the transitions between inspiratory and expiratory phases.
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